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Track-like local supportEver since the introduction of the concept of ﬁber tractography, methods to generate better and more plausible
tractograms have become available. Manymodernmethods can handle complex ﬁber architecture and take on a
probabilistic approach to account for different sources of uncertainty. The resulting tractogram from any such
method typically represents a ﬁnite random sample from a complex distribution of possible tracks. Generating
a higher amount of tracks allows for a more accurate depiction of the underlying distribution. The recently pro-
posed method of track-density imaging (TDI) allows to capture the spatial distribution of a tractogram. In this
work, we propose an extension of TDI towards the 5D spatio-angular domain, which we name track orientation
density imaging (TODI). The proposed method aims to capture the full track orientation distribution (TOD). Just
as the TDI map, the TOD is amenable to spatial super-resolution (or even sub-resolution), but in addition also to
angular super-resolution. Through experiments on in vivo human subject data, an in silico numerical phantom
and a challenging tractography phantom, we found that the TOD presents an increased amount of regional
spatio-angular consistency, as compared to the ﬁber orientation distribution (FOD) from constrained spherical
deconvolution (CSD). Furthermore, we explain how the amplitude of the TOD of a short-tracks distribution
(i.e.where the track length is limited) can be interpreted as a measure of track-like local support (TLS). This in
turn motivated us to explore the idea of TOD-based ﬁber tractography. In such a setting, the short-tracks TOD
is able to guide a track along directions that are more likely to correspond to continuous structure over a longer
distance. This powerful concept is shown to greatly robustify targeted as well as whole-brain tractography. We
conclude that the TOD is a versatile tool that can be cast in many different roles and scenarios in the expanding
domain of ﬁber tractography based methods and their applications.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).graphy; AFD, apparent ﬁber density; APM, average pathlength map; ATI, angular track imaging; CB, cingulum bundle; CNR,
volution; DEC, directionally-encoded color; DIST, diffusion indices along streamline trajectories; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging;
py; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; FOD, ﬁber orientation distribution; GCC, genu of the corpus callosum; GM,
aging; IC, invalid connections; iFOD2, 2nd order integration over ﬁber orientation distributions; iTOD2, 2nd order integration
stimate; NC, no connections; PDF, probability density function; PET, positron emission tomography; PSF, point spread function;
rior cerebellar peduncle; SH, spherical harmonics; SIFT, spherical-deconvolution informed ﬁltering of tractograms; SNR, signal-
-free cluster enhancement; TLS, track-like local support; TODI, track orientation density imaging; TOD, track orientation distri-
, track orientation weighted mean; TOWT, track orientation weighted total; TRSE, twice-refocused spin-echo; TW-FC, track-
d imaging; TWM, track-weighted mean; TW-PET, track-weighted positron emission tomography; TWT, track-weighted
nder).
. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1 Throughout this article, the term “track”denotes a single streamline as obtained from a
tractography algorithm,while “tract” refers to a full whitematter bundle/structure (e.g. the
corticospinal tract).
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Since the advent of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) in the
mid-1980s, we have come a long way towards mapping the structural
network of the (human) brain in vivo and non-invasively (Jones,
2010), leading to better insight in its complexity and eventually giving
rise to a whole new ﬁeld of connectomics (Hagmann, 2005; Hagmann
et al., 2010; Sporns et al., 2005). A key development in achieving this
has certainly been the introduction of the concept of ﬁber tractography
at the end of the previous millenium (Basser, 1998; Basser et al., 2000;
Conturo et al., 1999; Jones et al., 1999b; Lori et al., 1999; Mori et al.,
1999; Poupon et al., 1999). Throughout the past decade, tractography
has proven to be a powerful tool that comes with many advantages as
well as important limitations (Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg, 2011). Current
state-of-the-art algorithms, that can handle complex ﬁber architecture
(i.e. so-called “crossing ﬁbers”) as well as take on a probabilistic
approach to account for different sources of uncertainty, are nowwide-
spread and available for public use, e.g. Tournier et al. (2012); and were
proven to be far superior to fundamentally limited techniques based on
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) for critical applications such as neuro-
surgical planning and navigation (Farquharson et al., 2013). Given
the orientational information in each voxel (e.g. a ﬁber orientation distri-
bution (FOD) from constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD), Tournier
et al., 2007, 2008) and several constraining parameters (e.g.minimum
and/or maximum track length, limited curvature, minimum FOD ampli-
tude threshold, amask, a seed region,…), a tractography algorithmyields
a tractogram: a ﬁnite number of accepted tracks; a random sample from a
distribution of possible tracks. The more tracks are generated, the more
representative the tractogram becomes regarding this distribution.
Recently, track-density imaging (TDI) (Calamante et al., 2010, 2011)
was proposed as a means to obtain super-resolution from DWI data by
exploiting the continuous nature of dense tractograms consisting of a
very large number (e.g. millions) of tracks. It does so by employing a
strategy very similar to that of a common histogram: in each voxel of
a (potentially high resolution) 3D grid, the number of tracks is simply
counted. As the amount of tracks that can be generated is virtually
unlimited, the underlying distribution can be approximated up to any
detail, justifying the use of super-resolution. As such, TDI is an excellent
tool to obtain a “classical” 3D image space representation of the spatial
probability density function (PDF) of complex track distributions. In an
attempt to capture and visualize some additional angular information,
directionally-encoded color (DEC) TDI assigns to each track passing
through a certain voxel a color based on the local orientation of the
track (conforming to the color schemewidely used for DEC fractional an-
isotropy (FA) maps in DTI, e.g. red: mediolateral, green: anteroposterior,
and blue: superoinferior). These colors (RGB values) are then summed in
each voxel, resulting in the DEC TDI map. While the global pattern of
colors does provide an additional visual cue for easier localization of
known structures, it can on a local (voxel) level not distinguish between
multiple ﬁber populations, nor describe other complex structure. This
particular color scheme even lacks speciﬁcity in describing a single direc-
tion (i.e. even in DEC FA maps from DTI): in general, an RGB triplet can
correspond to four different directions (when all R-, G- and B-values
are nonzero). Therefore, the additional DEC in the context of TDI has
no major use beyond being a practical visualization tool.
In this work, we introduce track orientation density imaging (TODI),
a technique which aims to reconstruct a complete description of the
track orientation distribution (TOD) in each voxel. We will describe
the formalisms of TODI as a generalization of TDI to the entire 5D
spatio-angular domain. To maintain full compatibility with the existing
deﬁnition of TDI, the same mechanism is employed to map the tracks'
spatial distribution: each track delivers a unit contribution to each
voxel it intersects and thus the ﬁnal weight of a voxel in the spatial dis-
tribution is proportional to its track count. Whereas this choice of using
voxels as bins for a histogram-like approach in the 3D spatial domain is
a straightforward one, it is less trivial to deﬁne such discrete bins in the2D angular domain, i.e. on the sphere. A possible approach to discrete
angular binning consists of generating a large set of uniformly distributed
directions, e.g. by geodesation of an icosahedron or electrostatic repulsion
(Jones et al., 1999a). A track could then locally contribute to the direction
within the set that best approximates the track's (tangent) direction
(Pannek et al., 2012). Such a strategy conceptually equals to deﬁning a
set of angular bins as resulting from the Voronoi tessellation (on the
sphere) of the set of generated directions. Typically, most of these bins
would be hexagonally shaped, though some would inevitably be penta-
gons (Saff and Kuijlaars, 1997), and using electrostatic repulsion might
in practice even result in some heptagons. To simply avoid possible bias
caused by any particular choice of angular bins, we rather choose to esti-
mate the angular part of the distribution by use of a kernel density esti-
mate (KDE). In TODI, we will represent the TOD in each voxel using a
set of spherical harmonics (SH) basis functions and construct it by contin-
uous integration of a spherical point spread function (PSF) along the
intersecting part of each track: the resulting contribution of a track to a
voxel is a full angular function. As for the PSF, we will ﬁrst consider a
SH delta function and further reﬁne this choice to an apodized delta
function (Raffelt et al., 2012a) to avoid the Gibbs truncation artifacts as-
sociated with the SH delta function's deﬁnition. More information on
the construction of such apodized delta functions can be found in
Appendix A. Based on the same principles as discussed in Calamante
et al. (2010), TODI is also amenable to spatial super-resolution. Further-
more, we will discuss how these principles are inherently extended to
the angular domain, effectively allowing for the complementary case
of angular super-resolution. Even spatial sub-resolution could provide
to be an interesting option in order to investigate the angular distribu-
tion of a tractogram over larger spatial volumes as a whole. The most
extreme case of such spatial sub-resolution is to fully ignore all spatial
information and only consider the angular distribution; i.e. as if the
whole tractogramwere encapsulated in a single spatial bin (e.g. a single
large voxel).
Although TODI can be applied to any tractogram resulting from any
ﬁber tractography algorithm, the results presented in this work are
focused on its application to so called “short-tracks” tractograms. The
short-tracks strategy was proposed in Calamante et al. (2012c) to miti-
gate the effect of the TDImap of a “regular”whole-brain tractogram fea-
turing higher intensities in longer tracts1, caused by those tracts
containing more seed points. By imposing an upper limit on the track
length, the short-tracks strategy distributes track densities more evenly
over the brain. In our interest, this avoids dependence of TOD ampli-
tudes on different relative tract lengths. Additionally, this renders the
TOD in most voxels more comparable (qualitatively) to the FOD as
resulting from CSD (Tournier et al., 2007, 2008), which is also indepen-
dent of tract length. Even though the short-tracks TOD in each voxel cer-
tainly has, by deﬁnition and construction, a completely different meaning
as compared to the FOD, it is of a similar qualitative nature in the sense
that it also features sharp lobes along directions associated with white
matter pathways. We will, however, explain how its amplitude can be
interpreted as a measure of track-like local support (TLS). This conse-
quently renders the short-tracks TOD itself a potentially interesting can-
didate to guide tractography using existing algorithms that were
originally designed to perform FOD-based tractography. We reason
that, in a tractography setting, the short-tracks TOD should be able to
guide a track along directions that are more likely to correspond to
continuous structure over a longer distance. We will explore the idea
of such TOD-based tractography and compare it directly to FOD-based
tractography. We also take this concept to the next level by employing
TOD-based tractography itself to generate a new short-tracks tractogram
that can be used to construct yet another TOD. The latter TOD can in its
Fig. 1. TODI using SH delta functions. First row: an inﬁnitesimal line element, represented by a SH delta function of increasing maximum SH order. The solid yellow side lobes represent
negative values. Second row: a part of a track intersecting a voxel, represented by integrating the SHdelta function along its length. Third row: a group of tracks, represented by summing its
tracks' contributions. Negative values and Gibbs truncation artifacts can be seen for all maximum SH orders.
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tractography). The spatial and angular properties of these TODs and
the FOD, and tractography results based on them, will be extensively
compared using healthy human subject data of different qualities (i.e.
high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) as well as more DTI-
like acquisition schemes), an in silico numerical phantom (Close et al.,
2009) and a challenging tractography phantom (Fillard et al., 2011;
Poupon et al., 2008, 2010).
Finally, the concept of TDI and similar techniques has been extended
to a generalized framework of track-weighted imaging (TWI) (Calamante
et al., 2012d), where the resulting maps can depend on any property of
the tracks or other underlying image data (a similar technique was pro-
posed in Pannek et al. (2011b)). In our current work, we generalize TDI
to the 5D spatio-angular domain, obtaining TODI. The fact that TDI can in-
dependently be extended to both of these generalizations (TWI and
TODI) begs the question if their mechanisms can be integrated with
each other to obtain an even more general framework. Because we took
special care to design TODI in a very TWI-compatible way, the answer
is a clear “yes” and the resulting framework of track orientationweighted
imaging (TOWI) is easy to obtain. Even though an experimental investi-
gation of the concept and possibilities of TOWI is far beyond the focus
of the current work, we provide the basic formalisms in Appendix B.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Track Orientation Density Imaging (TODI)
To map the distribution of the tracks in the spatial domain, TODI
applies the samedeﬁnition as TDI: thenumber of tracks passing through
a single voxel directly determines the value or weight of that voxel in
the ﬁnal distribution. This is conceptually similar to a histogram,
where the presence of datapoints is counted in discrete bins. However,
for the angular part of the distribution we resort to the mechanics of a
KDE so as to avoid the deﬁnition of discrete bins on the unit sphere.
We employ a modiﬁed SH basis (Descoteaux et al., 2006) in order to
directly obtain a continuous representation of the TOD. Such a basis is
deﬁned using the standard SH functions Y‘m by
Y j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 Re Y‘
m
 
if − ‘≤ m b 0
Y‘
0 if m ¼ 0ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 Im Y‘
m
 
if 0 bm ≤ ‘
8>><
>>: ð1Þ
where only the even orders ‘ are used and j = (‘2 + ‘ + 2)/2 + m. It
has the useful properties of being real-valued, antipodally symmetric
and orthonormal with respect to the inner product. If it is limited up
to a certain maximum order n, it consists of T = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2
basis functions.The SH delta function is a PSF that can be easily obtained in this basis.
A SH delta function δnz(u) up to order nwith its central axis of symmetry
andmaxima along a direction z is obtained by projecting an antipodally
symmetric spherical delta function δz(u) into its SH coefﬁcients ejz using
δzn uð Þ ¼
XT
j¼1
ezjY j uð Þ
⇔ ezj ¼ ∮S2δ
z uð ÞY j uð Þ du ¼ Y j zð Þ
ð2Þ
where S2 is the surface of the unit sphere. If directions are expressed as
pairs of spherical coordinates by u = (θ,ϕ), then the surface element of
S2 can be written as du = sin(θ) dθ dϕ. Given a certain direction z, all
coefﬁcients ejz can be calculated independently of each other and the
maximum order n. Any δnz(u) itself integrates to 1 over S2 (this integral
depends only on ez1 ¼ Y1 zð Þ ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
). The function δnz(u) is used as a
kernel to indicate the presence of a line element of a track along direc-
tion z. Such a line element and the corresponding δnz(u) for n varying
from 2 to 16 are shown in Fig. 1 (ﬁrst row).
By linearly parameterizing distance along a track k by ε, a kernel
δzεn uð Þ is assigned to each position ε, with zε being the local orientation
of the track in ε. To calculate the full contribution Cnk(r,u) of a single
track k to a voxel r, the kernel is averaged along the length that k travels
through r. This contribution and its SH coefﬁcients cjk(r) can conse-
quently be written as
Ckn r;uð Þ ¼
Z ε2
ε1
δzεn uð Þ
ε2−ε1
dε ð3Þ
¼
XT
j¼1
ckj rð ÞY j uð Þ
⇔ ckj rð Þ ¼
Z ε2
ε1
Y j zεð Þ
ε2−ε1
dε ð4Þ
where ε1 and ε2 are the endpoints of the intersecting part of k with r
(these are typically the points where the track enters/exits the voxel,
but can also be one of the absolute endpoints of the track). An example
of a single track intersecting a voxel and the corresponding Cnk(r,u) for n
varying from 2 to 16 are shown in Fig. 1 (second row). The contribution
is a continuous function encoding the full angular footprint of the track,
i.e. even its curvature, in the voxel. In TDI, the contribution of a single
track to a voxel is simply a scalar 1. In TODI, each track also delivers a
unit contribution to each voxel: the contribution integrates to 1 over
S2, because the kernel is averaged and also integrates to 1 over S2.
In practice, the contribution can be calculated by a summation over
track segments of equal length, divided by the number of segments.
However, to obtain an accurate representation of the track, the step
Fig. 2.TODI using apodized delta functions. First row: an inﬁnitesimal line element, represented by an apodizeddelta function of increasingmaximumSHorder. Second row: a part of a track
intersecting a voxel, represented by integrating the apodized delta function along its length. Increased maximum SH order allows for a more accurate description of the track's angular
proﬁle. Third row: a group of tracks, represented by summing its tracks' contributions. Increased maximum SH order allows for better differentiation of both populations. Note that
both the red and green lobes' integrals are equal in this example, even though the lobes differ in shape. This integral is however not equal to the lobes' volume when the radius is
made proportional to the amplitude in such a visualization, making it difﬁcult to appreciate this property.
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voxel size, or at least small enough to represent the continuous
path of the track through the angular domain. If this is not sufﬁciently
the case, smaller segments can be calculated by smooth (e.g. Hermite)
interpolation.
The ﬁnal track orientation distribution TODn(r,u) for a voxel r is ob-
tained by a simple summation of the contributions of all tracks to r. The
TOD and its SH coefﬁcients tj(r) are thus given by
TODn r;uð Þ ¼
XK rð Þ
i¼1
Ckin r;uð Þ ð5Þ
¼
XT
j¼1
t j rð ÞY j uð Þ
⇔ t j rð Þ ¼
XK rð Þ
i¼1
ckij rð Þ ð6Þ
where K(r) equals the total number of tracks passing through r. An
example of 10 tracks intersecting a voxel and the corresponding
TODn(r,u) for n varying from 2 to 16 are shown in Fig. 1 (third row).
The TOD in a voxel is a continuous function representing the complete
angular distribution of all tracks within the voxel. Because all SH coefﬁ-
cients tj(r) are deﬁned independently of each other and the maximum
order n, the coefﬁcient vector of a TODn also contains the coefﬁcients of
all TODs of lower maximum order. Integrating a TOD over S2 results in
theTDI value,which simply equalsK(r). This information is fully encoded
by the t1(r) coefﬁcient image up to a constant factor: the TDI map equals
t1 rð Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
p
. Put differently, TDI is the special case “TOD0” of TODI.
2.2. TODI with apodized delta functions
Even though the SH delta function is easy to compute, it's not the
most optimal choice for the purpose of constructing an angular KDE:
the projection of a spherical delta function into its SH coefﬁcients
using Eq. (2) results in Gibbs truncation artifacts; i.e. several positive
and negative side lobes, as can be clearly observed in Fig. 1 (ﬁrst row).
Not only does the accumulation of negative side lobes yield undesired
negative TOD values, the complete sidelobe patterns also interfere
with each other and distort the shape of the contributions and the
ﬁnal angular distribution (Fig. 1, second and third rows). A better suited
choice of kernel is the apodized delta function (Raffelt et al., 2012a)
which can, however, not be calculated in an equally easy manner as a
SH delta function. More details on the construction of apodized delta
functions can be found in Appendix A. In Fig. 2 (ﬁrst row) the apodizeddelta functions eδzn uð Þ for n varying from 2 to 16 are shown, now
representing a line element without side lobes.
This kernel can be incorporated in the deﬁnition of a contributioneCkn r;uð Þ of a track k to a voxel r, similar to Eq. (3). This particular contri-
bution can then be further simpliﬁed as follows:
eCkn r;uð Þ ¼
Z ε2
ε1
eδzεn uð Þ
ε2−ε1
dε
¼
Z ε2
ε1
eδn θð Þ  δzεn uð Þ
ε2−ε1
dε
¼ eδn θð Þ 
Z ε2
ε1
δzεn uð Þ
ε2−ε1
dε
¼ eδn θð Þ  Ckn r;uð Þ
ð7Þ
leading to a straightforward relation between eCkn r;uð Þ and Cnk(r,u),
where the ∗ operator signiﬁes spherical convolution and eδn θð Þ is the
apodized delta function of maximum order n with its central axis of
symmetry and maxima along the θ = 0 direction (which consequently
only varies in function of θ). This elegant result is only possible because
of our choice to use the SH delta functions in the original deﬁnition
(Eq. (3)), combined with a property (Eq. (A.6)) that allows for easy ro-
tation of any axially symmetric kernel (see Appendix A). An example of
a single track intersecting a voxel and the corresponding eCkn r;uð Þ for n
varying from 2 to 16 are shown in Fig. 2 (second row).
The deﬁnition of the ﬁnal track orientation distribution gTODn r;uð Þ,
similar to Eq. (5) but using the apodized delta function up to order n
as a kernel, can also be simpliﬁed:
gTODn r;uð Þ ¼XK rð Þ
i¼1
eCkin r;uð Þ
¼
XK rð Þ
i¼1
eδn θð Þ  Ckin r;uð Þ
¼ eδn θð Þ XK rð Þ
i¼1
Ckin r;uð Þ
¼ eδn θð Þ  TODn r;uð Þ
ð8Þ
leading to a similarly elegant relation between gTODn r;uð Þ and
TODn(r,u): a simple spherical convolution with the apodized delta ker-
nel eδn θð Þ. This means that, given a certain n, we only need to calculate
the coefﬁcients of eδn θð Þ once. The single ﬁnal spherical convolution in
Eq. (8) can be performed by direct multiplication of the SH coefﬁcients
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the apodized delta kernel (Healy et al., 1998; Tournier et al., 2004,
2007). Note that this derivation is equally valid starting off from any
other axially symmetric kernel represented in the SH basis up to a
certain ordern. An example of 10 tracks intersecting a voxel and the cor-
responding gTODn r;uð Þ for n varying from 2 to 16 are shown in Fig. 2
(third row). Just as before, integrating a gTOD over S2 yields the TDI
value K(r) and this information is fully present in the ﬁrst coefﬁcient
(or in the “gTOD0”) up to a constant factor. Do note that, unlike the
TODn, the coefﬁcient vector of a gTODn cannot simply be truncated to ob-
tain the one for a lower maximum order, because the SH coefﬁcients of
an apodized delta function depend on its maximum order n (see
Appendix A). In this case, the coefﬁcient vector of the TOD should be
truncated to the desired order before convolving with the appropriate
apodized delta function of equal order to obtain the ﬁnal gTOD.
2.3. Super-resolution and sub-resolution
Because the mapping approach employed by TODI in the spatial
domain is equivalent to TDI, it is also amenable to spatial super-
resolution based on the principles put forward in Calamante et al.
(2010). At the core, these super-resolution properties are a direct conse-
quence of themodel of ﬁber tractography. Because a tractography algo-
rithm in general enforces some constraints on the continuity of the
generated tracks, information can be obtained about partial volume
fractionswithin a voxel. Typical constraints include amaximumamount
of curvature and a minimum track length. The combination of both
guarantees that a track segment can only be present in a given location
if it is supported by its neighborhood to some extent: directional informa-
tion in its immediate surroundingsmay not deviate toomuch (maximum
curvature) and this property should hold over a certain distance (mini-
mum track length) along the track. Per consequence, the edges of the
resulting bundles of tracks always feature a nice amount of continuity
and mark clear-cut delineations of known white matter tracts, provided
that enough tracks are generated to densely ﬁll space inside the tracts.
The extra angular information included in the TOD can additionally
help to accurately distinguish between several crossing tracts, where a
(DEC) TDI map lacks the information content to do so. Regarding the
application of these maps, a word of caution is due though. As has been
stated in Willats et al. (2012), the actual values (track counts) of
super-resolution TDI maps resulting from current typical probabilis-
tic tractograms are not ideal for quantitative analysis due to large
within-subject and between-subject variability; a ﬁnding that is con-
sequently of equal relevance with regard to the absolute amplitudes
of the TOD. Furthermore, we have shown ourselves in Dhollander
et al. (2012) that using qualitative features from the TDI map in an
attempt to discover new structures beyond the original voxel-scale
can easily lead to overinterpretation, as such structures might be the
direct result of noise in theDWI data rather than true anatomy. However,
both of these ﬁndings are of course a direct consequence of the prop-
erties of the applied tractography pipeline; not of the TDI and TODI
mapping approaches as such.
Applying the aforementioned super-resolution principles is also
possible in the angular domain: the angular content in the TOD should
as well only be present when it is supported by the neighborhood,
under the same constraints put forward by tractography (e.g.maximum
curvature and minimum track length). These powerful constraints can
further add upon possible super-resolved information that might al-
ready have been obtained during the reconstruction of the FOD, e.g. by
enforcing the non-negativity constraint of CSD (Tournier et al., 2007).
While increasing spatial resolution is done by decreasing the size of
voxels (bins), increasing angular resolution is achieved by increasing
the SHorder of TODI, i.e. by use of a sharper kernel. An increased angular
resolution allows for a more accurate representation of even a single
track in each voxel (Fig. 2, second row), and per consequence also im-
proves the description of a population of tracks (Fig. 2, third row). Inthis work, we will always start by reconstructing the FOD up to a SH
order 8 by employing CSD (super-resolved, if necessary), followed by
probabilistic tractography usingMRtrix (Tournier et al., 2012). Regard-
less of the chosen spatial resolution for TODI,wewill consistently recon-
struct gTOD16 r;uð Þ. While the increase from order 8 to 16 (i.e. 45 to 153
parameters) may seem like a big leap, we should stress that the choice
of an apodized delta function on the other hand causes some loss of an-
gular resolution. In fact, the “sharpness” of order 16 results when using
apodized delta functions (Fig. 2, constructed using the algorithm and
parameters provided in Appendix A) is comparable to using SH delta
functions (Fig. 1) at a maximum order of 8 to 10; but without the
Gibbs artifacts. Hence, the extra parameters only partially result in in-
creased angular resolution, while being mostly invested in accuracy
through mitigation of the Gibbs artifacts. For the sake of compact nota-
tion, we will be referring to our gTOD16 r;uð Þ results informally by use of
the shorter term “TOD” from this point onwards.
Furthermore, even the concept of spatial sub-resolution is a theoret-
ical possibility, as our accurate angularmapping approach still allows to
fully describe the increasingly complex angular ﬁber architecture of
larger spatial regions. The spatial bins don't even have to take on the
form of (cubic) voxels; they can also result e.g. from the delineation of
speciﬁc structures. Rather than amore detailed description (as resulting
from spatial super-resolution), this could provide a better general over-
view: TODI can indeed be applied at several spatial scales for increased
insight in the architecture of a complex tractogram. In thiswork,wewill
only provide an illustrative example of the most extreme case of such
spatial sub-resolution: effectively ignoring all spatial information
while only capturing the angular content of a tractogram's distribution
using the KDE mechanism of TODI. This can be achieved by deﬁning a
single large spatial bin that includes the whole tractogram, or in the
classical sense where bins take on the shape of voxels, by encapsulating
the tractogram in a single big voxel. When such amethod is applied to a
whole-brain tractogram, the result could provide an insight in its com-
plex global angular architecture.
Finally, angular sub-resolution is of course also perfectly possible:
the most extreme case is TDI, which simply ignores the angular infor-
mation and only maps the spatial distribution.
2.4. Short tracks and Track-like Local Support (TLS)
A characteristic feature of TDI maps of “regular” whole-brain
tractograms is their very high dynamic range. This can be explained
by longer tracts receiving more seed points when these seeds are dis-
tributed uniformly over the brain, resulting in more tracks and thus an
associated higher track density. Another way to understand this is the
fact that tracks originating from seed points in these longer tracts are
able to run along greater lengths and therefore contribute to more
voxels. In order to mitigate the dependence of TDI on tract length, the
so called “short-tracks” strategy was proposed in Calamante et al.
(2012c). The idea is to impose an upper limit on the track length, there-
by directly avoiding the “overcontribution” of tracks to longer tracts. If
the maximum track length is set not much higher than the minimum
track length, many tracks that make it into the distribution (i.e. that
achieve the minimum track length) typically also reach the maximum
track length. As such, most tracks in the distribution are of equal—or
at least very similar—length and per consequence also contribute to a
more equal amount of voxels. The resulting track densities end up
being distributedmore evenly over the brain. Because the shorter tracks
overall contribute to a smaller number of voxels, more tracks are need-
ed to retain a good contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR); yet the processing
time and amount of storage space required for the ﬁnal tractogram re-
main similar (Calamante et al., 2012c).
In Calamante et al. (2012c), the short-tracks strategy was employed
to reduce the dynamic range of DEC TDI maps, thereby putting more
emphasis on the visualization of the color contrast and the angular in-
formation that it encodes. Because our focus in this work is also on the
Fig. 3. Comparison of a whole-brain “regular” track distribution (20 million tracks, min. track length = 15 mm) and short-track distribution (80 million tracks, min. track length = 15 mm,
max. distance (bidirectionally) fromseed = 15 mm, i.e.max. track length = 30 mm). TDI andDECTDImapsof a slice through the volumeare shown, aswell as histogramsof the track lengths
(in mm).
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the TOD based on whole-brain short-tracks tractograms. This should
avoid overly large differences in TOD amplitudes between tracts of dif-
ferent length. Do note that TODI can in general of course still be applied
to any tractogram resulting from anyﬁber trackingpipeline; if the aim is
for instance to investigate certain properties of such a tractogram.
An example illustrating the difference between a “regular” and a
short-tracks distribution is shown in Fig. 3. Both distributions were
obtained by enforcing a minimum total track length of 15 mm, so it is
equally hard for a track to be accepted into either one of them. In the
short-tracks case, however, the bidirectional tractography process
launched from each seed was limited to a maximum distance of
15 mm in both directions; i.e. the maximum total track length equals
30 mm. The histogram of the track lengths of the regular track distribu-
tion indicates the presence of tracks from a wide range of lengths, of
which the longer oneswill relatively overcontribute to the (longer) tracts
in which they are able to ﬁt. In the short-tracks distribution, on the other
hand, the track lengths are limited to a small range of short lengths.
Therefore, individual tracks are simply unable to run along the full length
of a (longer) tract; hence the track lengths become independent of the
tract lengths. The resulting short-tracks (DEC) TDI map (Fig. 3) provides
a more uniform contrast. Finally, note that it is not unexpected to still
see a decent amount of tracks ending upwith a length below the absolute
maximumof 30 mm:due to the tracks being limited to 15 mm in bothdi-
rections from the seed point, this will even happen in a hypothetical
noise-free dataset for any seed point within 15 mm of a tract ending.
Because the short-tracks TOD features distinct lobes of tract length
independent amplitude along the general directions of white matter
pathways, it bears a qualitative similarity to the FOD from CSD
(Tournier et al., 2007) up to some extent in many voxels. However,
with regard to such comparisons, it is very important to stress that the
TOD and FOD have, by deﬁnition and construction, a completely different
meaning. The amplitude of the FOD along a given orientation can be
associated with the intra-axonal volume of (coherently ordered)
axons along this orientation; i.e. it is mostly sensitive to the partial
volume fractions of underlying white matter ﬁber populations. The
FOD's amplitude is in this context referred to as the apparent ﬁber
density (AFD) (Raffelt et al., 2012b). The amplitude of a TOD, on the
other hand, in general reﬂects the presence of ﬁber tracks along certaindirections. As mentioned before, ﬁber tracks—and thus TOD lobes—can
only be present at speciﬁc locations andorientations if they are supported
by the neighborhood, under the tractography constraints. The amplitude
of the short-tracks TOD speciﬁcally, can therefore be interpreted as amea-
sure of track-like local support (TLS); “track-like” due to the enforced
tractography constraints, and “local” due to the short-tracks mechanism
and the implied tract length independence.
2.5. TOD-based tractography and multi-level TODI
The continuity constraints (e.g.minimum track length and maximum
curvature) to which tracks typically have to adhere, will guarantee a cer-
tain degree of mutual consistency between track distributions of neigh-
boring voxels in continuous regions along tracts. Hence, such regional
consistency also applies to the TOD lobes associated to these tracts. This
ties in perfectly with the interpretation of the short-tracks TOD's ampli-
tude as a measure of TLS: the lobes actually indicate the directions along
which support should be present, i.e. other TOD lobes along a similar ori-
entation. The TOD lobes thus “connect” nicelywith each other up to some
extent. These qualities render the short-tracks TOD itself a potentially
very interesting candidate for guiding a tractography algorithm: the
TOD could as such take on the role of the FOD in existing FOD-based
tracking strategies, yielding TOD-based tractography algorithms. The
TLS interpretation of the short-tracks TOD's amplitude should allow it
to guide a track along directions that are more likely to correspond to
continuous structure over a longer distance (i.e. track-like structure!), be-
cause the TOD lobes are effectively oriented along directions where
such support originated from in the ﬁrst place.
We can even build further upon this concept by employing TOD-
based tractography itself to generate another whole-brain short-tracks
tractogram. From this tractogram, yet another TOD can also be calculated.
In order to distinguish between both TODs, wewill assign them a “level”:
the original TOD is linked to “level 1”, the other one to “level 2”. This
system can theoretically be repeated, yielding higher levels. As the FOD
is the predecessor of the level 1 TOD in this pipeline, we will assign it
“level 0”. A schematic overview of the resulting workﬂow is presented
in Fig. 4. At level 0, the FOD is typically visualized as an overlay on a
DEC FA map. At higher levels, it makes more sense to overlay the TOD
on a DEC TDI map calculated from the same tractogram: the
Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the workﬂow put forward in this work. Starting from the DWI data, the DEC FA map and FOD are calculated at “level 0”. The FOD serves as the basis for
(targeted) tractography and is used as well to generate a (whole-brain) probabilistic short-tracks distribution. Starting from the latter, the DEC TDI map and TOD are calculated at
“level 1”. The process is repeated by employing the short-tracks TOD itself to guide a tractography algorithm.
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Reasoning the other way around, one could combine the FOD with a
map of the total AFD (representing the integral of the FOD over the an-
gular domain, analogously to the relation between the TDI map and the
TOD); but since a “DEC AFD”map is not a common concept, we will ad-
here to the DEC FA map for visualization purposes at “level 0”. In this
work, we thus explore the differences in quality between the FOD over-
laid on the DEC FA map and the level 1 and 2 TOD overlaid on the
accompanying DEC TDI map. Finally, the FOD as well as the TOD (levels
1 and 2) will also be used to guide several (targeted) tractography ex-
periments. The aim of these experiments is twofold: while they directly
assess the difference in potential of FOD-based and TOD-based
tractography, they can also indirectly provide further insight in the
qualitative differences between the FOD and the TOD.
2.6. Data
The ﬁrst dataset consists of an in vivo multi-shell acquisition of a
healthy human subject. The subject was scanned in a Siemens 3T scanner
using a twice-refocused spin-echo (TRSE) sequence (Reese et al., 2003) at
a 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3 isotropic voxel size. In addition to 10 non-DWI
volumes (which were averaged), 3 DWI shells were acquired, each with
a different diffusion weighting and a unique set of diffusion weighted di-
rections. The set of directions was independently generated for each shell
by electrostatic repulsion (Jones et al., 1999a). In this work, we process
the data as if they were 3 separate single-shell datasets of different
quality:
• 75 directions, b = 2800 s/mm2 (HARDI)
• 40 directions, b = 1000 s/mm2 (trade-off)
• 25 directions, b = 700 s/mm2 (DTI-like)
Whereas the ﬁrst shell of HARDI quality is perfectly suited for CSD and
subsequent FOD-based tractography (Tournier et al., 2004, 2007, 2012,
2013a), the other shells are expected to provide a bigger challenge.
The second dataset is an in silico numerical phantom generated by
the Numerical Fibre Generator (NFG) software package (Close et al.,
2009). We used the pregenerated “Phantom A” that was presented in
(Close et al., 2009) and was also used in Calamante et al. (2011) for
the validation of the super-resolution properties of TDI. The phantom
represents a sphere that is tightly packed with twisting ﬁber bundles,
including complex ﬁber architectures such as “kissing”, “crossing” and
“branching” bundles. The dataset is a volume of 20 × 20 × 20 voxels,
which we deﬁned to be of 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3 isotropic size (in
order to be consistent with our in vivo data). The DWI images represent
a single-shell acquisition of 60 uniformly distributed DWI-directions at
b = 3000 s/mm2. We added random Rician noise to the images in
order to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 17 (as was also done
in Calamante et al. (2011)).The third dataset consists of an acquisition of the hardware phantom
that was used for the Fiber Cup (Fillard et al., 2011); a contest where 10
ﬁber tracking pipelines were evaluated and compared. More recently, it
was also employed as part of a newly proposed strategy to evaluate
tractography pipelines, named Tractometer (Côté et al., 2012, 2013).
The phantom itself is a disc, containing artiﬁcially constructed straight
or smoothly bending bundles (Poupon et al., 2008, 2010). At speciﬁc
locations, it features complex architectures such as “crossing”, “splitting”
and “kissing” bundles. The phantomwas originally scanned in a Siemens
3T scanner, using 6 different acquisition setups with different spatial
resolutions and diffusion weightings. As our goal is not to present the
best possible full pipeline for the Fiber Cup or the Tractometer, but rather
to directly compare FOD-based and TOD-based tractography under the
same conditions, we simply chose one of the acquisitions. The dataset
we used, has a 3 × 3 × 3 mm3 isotropic voxel size and a volume of
64 × 64 × 3 voxels. It contains 2 repetitions of DWI images for 64
uniformly distributedDWI-directions at b = 1500 s/mm2. This particular
acquisition was preferred by most (8 out of 10) participants of the Fiber
Cup (Fillard et al., 2011) and was also shown to provide the overall best
results according to the Tractometer (Côté et al., 2013).
2.7. Experiments
As a ﬁrst step, CSD (Tournier et al., 2007) was applied to all individual
datasets in order to obtain the FODs. The in vivo data was processed as 3
independent single-shell datasets. We consistently performed CSD up to
a maximum SH order of 8 for all data. Hence, for the non-HARDI shells
of the in vivo data, the super-resolved version of CSD (Tournier et al.,
2007) was required in order to obtain the 45 necessary parameters
from the limited set of measurements. Speciﬁcally in case of the Fiber
Cup phantom, the FOD was only reconstructed in the “white matter”
(WM) region (Fig. 18) and deﬁned to be of zero amplitude elsewhere.
All DEC FA maps were calculated from a simple diffusion tensor ﬁt of
the data. Visualizations of the FODswill always be presented as an overlay
on the DEC FA maps. From this point onwards, all further processing is
(indirectly) based on the FODs, as shown in Fig. 4.
Asmentioned before, we always perform TODI in thiswork by calcu-
lating gTOD16 r;uð Þ from a dense whole-brain (or phantom) short-tracks
tractogram. In the interest of compact notation,wewill simply refer to it
as the TOD, optionally specifying its spatial resolution and “level”. The
complete central backbone of the workﬂow (Fig. 4) was calculated at
the native resolution of each dataset, up to and including the level 2
TOD. The two dense short-tracks tractograms along this pipeline were
obtained from probabilistic FOD- and TOD-based tracking. Both employ
the same parameters, apart from the FOD and TOD thresholds: the latter
were chosen to reﬂect the difference in order ofmagnitude between the
FODs and TODs for each dataset. Tracking is always performed bidirec-
tionally from each seed point. In order to obtain the aforementioned
short-tracks distribution, themaximum distance that tracks are allowed
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minimum total track length. As such, the maximum total track length
equals two times theminimum total track length. The other parameters
were set as follows:
• in vivo datasets: 80 million tracks; min. FOD (TOD) thresholds to
initiate/continue tracks are 0.2 (10,000) / 0.1 (5,000); step size is
0.2 mm; min. radius of curvature is 1 mm; min. total track length
is 15 mm.
• in silico phantom: 80 million tracks; min. FOD (TOD) thresholds to
initiate/continue tracks are 0.2 (20,000) / 0.1 (10,000); step size is
0.2 mm;min. radius of curvature is 1 mm;min. total track length is
5 mm.
• Fiber Cup phantom: 80 million tracks; min. FOD (TOD) thresholds
to initiate/continue tracks are 0.2 (200,000) / 0.1 (100,000); step
size is 0.2 mm; min. radius of curvature is 1 mm; min. total track
length is 24 mm.
Based on the resulting tractograms, the level 1 and level 2 DEC TDI
maps were also obtained at the native resolutions, to complement the
visualization of the level 1 and level 2 TODs. Additionally, for all
in vivo datasets, we generated a super-resolution version of the level 1
and level 2 DEC TDI maps at a 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3 isotropic voxel
size. Finally, speciﬁcally for the in vivoHARDI dataset, we also calculated
such a super-resolution version as well as an extreme sub-resolution
version (a single voxel encapsulating the whole short-tracks distribu-
tion) of the level 1 TOD.
Different (targeted) tractography experiments were performed for
each dataset, based on the FOD as well as the level 1 and level 2 TOD
at the native resolution. For these experiments, no maximum track
length is enforced: tracks are always allowed to continue (bidirectionally)
until the minimum FOD or TOD threshold is no longer met. If a track has
not reached the minimum track length at that point, it is rejected. Tracks
are generated until the required amount is successfully accepted. Speciﬁ-
cally for deterministic tractography, there is also no curvature constraint
in place: the tracks always follow the local FOD or TODmaximum closest
to their current direction. The experiments and further parameters for
each dataset are deﬁned as follows:
• in vivo datasets: deterministic and probabilistic tractography; tracks
started from 3 seed regions (genu of the corpus callosum (GCC),
cingulum bundle (CB), superior cerebellar peduncle (SCP)) along a
predetermined initial direction with an angular tolerance of 30°
(Fig. 13); 10,000 tracks required for each seed region; min. FOD
(TOD) thresholds to initiate/continue tracks are 0.2 (10,000) / 0.1
(5,000); step size is 0.2 mm; min. radius of curvature is 1 mm (only
for probabilistic tracking); min. total track length is 15 mm.
• in silico phantom: only deterministic tractography; tracks started
from 3 spherical seed regions with a radius of 1 mm (Fig. 17D);
10,000 tracks required for each seed region;min. FOD (TOD) thresholds
to initiate/continue tracks are 0.2 (20,000) / 0.1 (10,000); step size is
0.2 mm; min. total track length is 5 mm.
• Fiber Cup phantom: deterministic and probabilistic tractography;
tracks started from the whole WM region (Fig. 18); 1,000,000 tracks
required; min. FOD (TOD) thresholds to initiate/continue tracks are
0.2 (200,000) / 0.1 (100,000); step size is 0.2 mm;min. radius of cur-
vature is 1 mm (only for probabilistic tracking); min. total track
length is 24 mm.
Apart from visualizing the (qualitative) results, we will also report on
the total amount of tracks that had to be generated for each experiment
in order to obtain the required amount of accepted tracks. As stated
before, the excess tracks were rejected because they failed to even
reach the minimum track length.
Finally, speciﬁcally for the tractograms resulting from the experi-
ments on the Fiber Cup phantom, we performed a quantitative valida-
tion in the spirit of the recently proposed Tractometer (Côté et al.,
2012, 2013). By adopting some of the terminology that was introducedin Côté et al. (2013), we subdivided the 1,000,000 tracks of each
tractogram in three categories:
• Valid Connections (VC): tracks connecting one of the 7 valid pairs of re-
gions along the associated topologically valid path, as indicated in
Fig. 18.
• Invalid Connections (IC): tracks connecting either an invalid pair
of regions, or a valid pair of regions along a topologically invalid
path (e.g. connecting both regions labeled “3” along a path
through the crossing region indicated by the yellow box in
Fig. 18).
• No Connections (NC): tracks failing to connect a pair of regions.
The amount of tracks in each category is reported in %; since each
track is assigned to exactly one category, they all sum up to 100%. We
also report on the amount of VC/(VC + IC). This value represents the
amount of VC in case anatomically-constrained tractography (ACT)
priors (Smith et al., 2012) would be enforced; i.e. if tracksmust connect
gray matter (GM) or otherwise relevant regions to be accepted, and
therefore NC are rejected. As is evident from the above deﬁnitions, all
these Tractometer measures focus on a quantitative assesment of the
global connectivity aspect, and a such nicely complement more local or
qualitative validation.
All processing and experiments were performed using MRtrix
(Tournier et al., 2012). The proposed TODI method was implemented
by adapting the existingMRtrix functionality for calculating (DEC) TDI
maps.
3. Results
3.1. Native and super-resolution TODI
In Fig. 5, the resulting (level 1) TOD of the in vivo HARDI dataset is
shown at native resolution (2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3) and super-resolution
(0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3). It can be appreciated from the comparison be-
tween the DEC FA map (Fig. 5A) and the DEC TDI map (Fig. 5B) that the
color contrast of the latter is already “better behaved”. Because a color
in the DEC FA map can only partially encode a single direction and is di-
rectly based on the orientation of the principal eigenvector of the tensor,
it becomes ill-deﬁned in voxels containing complex ﬁber architecture
such as the typical ﬁber crossings. Combined with the fact that FA is typ-
ically reduced in these regions, the DEC FA map offers little expressive
power for such complex ﬁber conﬁgurations. The DEC TDI map, on the
other hand, sums the contributions (colors) of the different track popula-
tions present in the voxel. Therefore, its color deﬁnition and overall ap-
pearance is much more robust: in areas where different tracts meet,
their local colors are intuitivelymixed. The colors also showa better cor-
respondence with their surroundings, due to the continuity constraints
on the underlying short-tracks distribution. However, the ﬁnal color in
each voxel still lacks the expressive power to even represent the single
average direction. Furthermore, in areas such as the boxed region in-
dicated in Figs. 5A–C, the conﬁguration gets so complex that, even
for a more global view of such a region, the DEC TDI map is limited
in its visual expression. The TOD, on the other hand, already yields
an accurate description of the track distribution at the native resolution
(Fig. 5E). As a direct consequence of the earlier mentioned continuity
constraints on the short-tracks distribution, it also shows increased spa-
tial and angular coherence as compared to the FOD (Fig. 5D). The super-
resolution TOD (Fig. 5F) adds upon this by allowing for easier “visual
tracking” of several track populations throughout the region. Provided
enough tracks are generated, the angular conﬁguration of the tracks at
the super-resolution voxel level is still accurately described. The insets
in Fig. 5F show some of these very local angular distributions. Based
only on their underlying (and even surrounding) colors, it is impossible
to recover these conﬁgurations.
Finally, we should note that the absolute amplitude of the complete
(5D) FOD or TOD in each visualization (such as Figs. 5D–F) is always
Fig. 5. TODI at native resolution and super-resolution, in a coronal slice of the in vivoHARDI dataset. (A) DEC FAmap. (B) DEC TDImap at native resolution and (C) super-resolution. (D–F)
Zoomed visualization of the boxed region indicated in (A–C), with an additional overlay of (D) the FOD, (E) the TOD at native resolution and (F) super-resolution. Further zoomed regions
are also presented in (F).
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magnitude between FOD and TOD. Also, as mentioned before, the TOD
amplitude represents a measure of TLS and therefore clearly differs in
interpretation compared to the FOD amplitude (AFD). This explains
the differences in relative amplitude among FOD lobes (Fig. 5D) and
TOD lobes (Fig. 5E); both bear unique meanings and thus yield unique
contrasts and information.3.2. Extreme sub-resolution TODI
An extreme sub-resolution version of the (level 1) TOD, where the
whole-brain short-tracks tractogram of the in vivo HARDI dataset is
encapsulated in a single voxel, is shown in Fig. 6 from three perpendicular
viewing angles (bottom, front, left) alongside corresponding projections
(axial, coronal, sagittal) of a subset of all short-tracks. This TOD as such
presents a global view on the orientational organization of the short-
tracks distribution, which gives the impression of being dominated by 3
main angular components. A clear structure consisting of dominant
mediolateral, anteroposterior and superoinferior components can be ob-
served. While the mediolateral component has a perpendicularorientation relative to the plane of the other components (i.e. themidsag-
ittal plane), the anteroposterior and superoinferior components are how-
ever notmutually perpendicular (but can still be discerned qualitatively).
The mediolateral component also showns more dispersion in a coronal
plane that is speciﬁcally oriented along the superoinferior component.
The accurate mapping of this angular distribution was only possible
through our practice of fully integrating the directional information
along each track.3.3. Multi-level TODI and TOD-based tractography
3.3.1. In vivo datasets
An overview of level 0 DEC FA maps compared to level 1 and level
2 DEC TDI maps in axial, coronal and sagittal slices, is presented for
the in vivo HARDI (Fig. 7), trade-off (Fig. 9) and DTI-like (Fig. 11)
datasets. The corresponding FODs (level 0) and TODs (levels 1 and
2) for the indicated boxed regions are shown in Fig. 8 (HARDI),
Fig. 10 (trade-off) and Fig. 12 (DTI-like). This region in the centrum
semiovale is known to contain three major crossing populations of
commissural, association and projection ﬁbers. The FODs resulting
Fig. 6.TODI at extreme sub-resolution: a single voxel encapsulating thewhole-brain short-tracks distribution of the in vivoHARDI dataset. Top row: axial, coronal and sagittal projection of a
subset (0.5 million) of all (80 million) short-tracks. Bottom row: the single voxel TOD of all (80 million) short-tracks; as viewed from the bottom, front and left side.
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pared to the FODs obtained from the HARDI dataset. The reason for
this is twofold. Due to a lower b-value (in the trade-off and DTI-
like datasets), the angular contrast is reduced, and thus CSD will
yield less robust results. Furthermore, less DWI-directions were
sampled for these lower b-value datasets. Hence, the angular
resolution is also reduced. Our aim here was to compare how TODI
performs on datasets (and the resulting FODs) of such different qual-
ities. The lower quality datasets pose a greater challenge: the orien-
tations (and even amplitudes) of the FOD lobes in each voxel are less
consistent in relation to their neighborhood, and the FODs show a
good amount of spurious peaks as well. As compared to the FOD,
the level 1 TOD in each voxel shows increased spatial and angular
consistency with its surroundings due to the continuity constraints
that were imposed on the short-tracks distribution; this is also in
line with the TLS interpretation of the amplitude. The beneﬁts can
be seen in all datasets, but they are most striking in those of lower
quality; i.e. where there still exists a large margin for improvement
in terms of consistency. A clear example of this is the coronal view of
e.g. the DTI-like dataset (Fig. 12): while the crossing area between the
commissural and projection ﬁbers seems heavily “disrupted” in the
FOD, it is almost fully recovered in the level 1 TOD. Spurious peaks are
also eliminated because they are simply not (or barely) supported by
their surroundings during the ﬁber tractography. Further improvement
can be seen in the level 2 TOD, albeit more subtle. This can be attributed
to the fact that there is less room for improvement after a ﬁrst application
of TODI. While the differences between level 1 and level 2 are limited at
the native spatial resolution, they are a lot easier to characterize from
the super-resolution DEC TDI maps provided in Figs. 7, 9 and 11: the im-
ages at level 2 are less affected by local perturbations (and in fact most of
the highly variable texture and features that could induce overinterpreta-
tion, as we warned for in Dhollander et al. (2012)). These differences are
againmost apparent in the datasets of lower quality, i.e. in themost chal-
lenging cases. Note that each of these super-resolution DEC TDI maps ac-
tually represents a detailed visualization of a (probabilistic short-tracks)
tractography experiment. The level 1 and level 2 super-resolution DEC
TDI maps as such already yield a limited view on some of the qualitative
differences between FOD-based and (level 1) TOD-based probabilistictracking outcomes. Finally, the coronal view of e.g. the HARDI dataset
(Fig. 8) provides another nice example of thedifferences in relative ampli-
tude among FOD lobes and TOD lobes: within the crossing region, the
commissural ﬁber population shows a lower AFD in comparison to the
projection ﬁber population, but at the same time a higher amount of
TLS. This shows again that both AFD and TLS are unique measures, and
the short-tracks TOD is not just a regularized version of the FOD.
The actual results of the speciﬁc deterministic and probabilistic
targeted tractography experiments, seeded from the regions indicated
in Fig. 13 (GCC, CB, SCP), and based on the FOD as compared to the
TOD (levels 1 and 2) are presented for the in vivo HARDI (Fig. 14),
trade-off (Fig. 15) and DTI-like (Fig. 16) datasets. The FOD-based track-
ing results are better for the HARDI dataset as compared to the trade-off
and DTI-like datasets: fewer spurious tracks (false positives) and less
missing structures (false negatives) are present, as well as a more con-
tinuous appearance of the results. This is fully in linewith the previously
explained ﬁndings on the quality of the FODs for these different
datasets. In general, probabilistic tracking leads to a higher amount of
dispersion in the distribution of the tracks and can as such provide a
more complete view of several structures (on the other hand, more
false positives could potentially be included). The FOD-based determinis-
tic tractography, for instance, has great difﬁculties in reconstructing the
fanning structure of the projection ﬁbers in the corona radiata when
seeding from the SCP and tracking upwards, even for the HARDI dataset
(Fig. 14); while its FOD-based probabilistic counterpart consistently per-
forms better at this task. Another challenge for both deterministic and
probabilistic tracking is the presence of sharp turns, such as the one at
the back of the CB. Especially for the lower quality datasets, this proves
to be a difﬁcult task. The level 1 TOD-based tractography (deterministic
as well as probabilistic) resolves a lot of these problems. Furthermore,
less false positive/negative tracks and more coherent, clearly delineated
bundles of tracks can be observed. Level 2 TOD-based tractography
again improves upon this, albeit in a limited amount and mostly in
those extra challenging situations (e.g. sharp bending and fanning in
the lower quality datasets). We should however also mention that
TOD-based tracking can still run into problems when the data quality is
very limited. One such case is the deterministic tractography seeded
from the SCP in the DTI-like dataset (Fig. 16), where a large frontal part
Fig. 7. Level 0 DEC FA map compared to level 1 and level 2 DEC TDI maps (native resolution and super-resolution) in an axial, coronal and sagittal slice of the in vivo HARDI dataset. The
dashed lines indicate the position of the other slices. The boxed regions are shown in detail in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. Level 0 FOD compared to level 1 and level 2 TOD (native resolution) of the in vivo HARDI dataset, visualized in the boxed regions of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9. Level 0 DEC FAmap compared to level 1 and level 2 DEC TDImaps (native resolution and super-resolution), in an axial, coronal and sagittal slice of the in vivo trade-off dataset. The
dashed lines indicate the position of the other slices. The boxed regions are shown in detail in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Level 0 FOD compared to level 1 and level 2 TOD (native resolution) of the in vivo trade-off dataset, visualized in the boxed regions of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11. Level 0 DEC FAmap compared to level 1 and level 2 DEC TDImaps (native resolution and super-resolution), in an axial, coronal and sagittal slice of the in vivoDTI-like dataset. The
dashed lines indicate the position of the other slices. The boxed regions are shown in detail in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. Level 0 FOD compared to level 1 and level 2 TOD (native resolution) of the in vivo DTI-like dataset, visualized in the boxed regions of Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. Sagittal projection (on a slice of the average non-DWI (b = 0) volume) of the seed
regions used for targeted tractography in the in vivo datasets: the genu of the corpus
callosum (GCC) (red), cingulum bundle (CB) (green) and superior cerebellar peduncle
(SCP) (yellow). For each experiment, tracks are seeded uniformly in one of these regions
along the indicated initial direction (with an angular tolerance of 30°).
Fig. 14. Targeted tractography results for the in vivoHARDI dataset, each consisting of 10,000 tracks
(level 0) and TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) tractography results are compared.
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better, but still shows difﬁculties in this speciﬁc case. A better strategy
to recover such a structure would consist of seeding throughout the
whole brain and retaining those tracks that pass through the SCP region
(instead of only seeding from this region). In this case, however, we
were merely interested in a direct comparison of FOD-based and
TOD-based tractography under the same simple and clearly deﬁned
conditions, rather than the best possible ﬁnal result. Note that each
individual tractogram as presented in Figs. 14, 15 and 16 consists of
exactly 10,000 accepted tracks. Tracks that failed to reach theminimum
track length (15 mm) were already rejected during the tractography
process. For each experiment, the total amount of tracks that had to
be generated in order to obtain 10,000 tracks (i.e. 10,000 plus the num-
ber of rejected tracks) is reported in Table 1. Overall, the amount of
rejected tracks is not very high; most probably due to the speciﬁc
seed regions in combination with the well-chosen (anatomically
informed) initial directions (Fig. 13). However, the TOD-based
tractography still consistently succeeded to reduce the number of
rejected tracks by several orders of magnitude as compared to the
FOD-based results. All other ﬁndings on the relative amounts of rejectedseededuniformly from the regions in Fig. 13. Deterministic aswell as probabilistic FOD-based
Fig. 15. Targeted tractography results for the in vivo trade-off dataset, each consisting of 10,000 tracks seeded uniformly from the regions in Fig. 13. Deterministic as well as probabilistic
FOD-based (level 0) and TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) tractography results are compared.
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FOD/TOD and the qualitative tractography results of the accepted
tracks: better qualitative ﬁndings typically match a lower amount of
rejected tracks in Table 1. This also means that, if we would not have
constrained our tractography experiments to achieve a minimum
track length (i.e. no trackswould have been rejected), all previous qual-
itative ﬁndings on the differences between the resulting tractograms
would have been even more contrasting.
3.3.2. In silico phantom
A slice of the level 0 FOD is compared to the level 1 and level 2 TOD in
Figs. 17A–C, for the in silico phantom. The FOD in all voxels is affected by
the noise that was added to the DWI data, resulting in several spurious
peaks and deviations of the main lobes' orientations. Voxels in crossing
regions are among the most vulnerable, as they feature lower ampli-
tudes of the individual FOD lobes (each voxel has a similar total amount
of AFD; yet in crossing regions it is split up between the different bun-
dles' lobes). In the level 1 TOD, spurious peaks are almost consistently
absent, due to a lack of TLS from the surroundings along such
directions. Additionally, the orientations of the main TOD lobes for allvoxels (in particular thosewith crossingﬁbers) show increased regional
coherence. Further improvements in the level 2 TOD are again very lim-
ited at the phantom's native spatial resolution, and apply mostly to the
crossing ﬁber regions. One such region is pictured in more detail in the
zoomed inset (Figs. 17A–C).
The FOD-based (level 0) and TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) deterministic
tractography results for the in silico phantom are shown in Figs. 17E–G.
The colors correspond to those of the seed regions in Fig. 17D. Note
that, while the tracks run in full 3D space, the results are simply projected
to a 2D slice for the purpose of easy assessment (the seed regions are,
however, all centered on the actual slice that is shown in Figs. 17A–D).
The FOD-based tracking resulted in several erratic and spurious tracks,
due to deviations of the main lobes' orientations as well as spurious
peaks in the FOD. The level 1 TOD-based tractography results show
much smoother and coherent bundles of tracks, corresponding to
the structure of this particular phantom. Just as before, the level 2
TOD-based tracking only provided little extra beneﬁt: a slight increase
in smoothness is observed and a few (possibly) spurious tracks are re-
moved, but the main bundles' delineated trajectories remain mostly
the same. Similarly to the in vivo experiments, we required 10,000
Fig. 16. Targeted tractography results for the in vivo DTI-like dataset, each consisting of 10,000 tracks seeded uniformly from the regions in Fig. 13. Deterministic as well as probabilistic
FOD-based (level 0) and TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) tractography results are compared.
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length (only 5 mm in this case). The total amount of tracks that was
generated to achieve this, is reported in Table 2 for the individual in
silico experiments. The result is quite remarkable: while a decentTable 1
Total amount of tracks that had to be generated for each tractography experiment on the
in vivo datasets, in order to obtain 10,000 accepted tracks. The excess tracks were rejected
because they failed to reach the minimum track length (15 mm) while maintaining the
other constraints.
HARDI Trade-off DTI-like
FOD 0 TOD 1 TOD 2 FOD 0 TOD 1 TOD 2 FOD 0 TOD 1 TOD 2
Deterministic
GCC 10,106 10,020 10,012 10,303 10,014 10,011 10,845 10,049 10,020
CB 10,243 10,006 10,000 10,770 10,005 10,000 11,401 10,037 10,001
SCP 10,579 10,021 10,006 11,150 10,018 10,001 10,630 10,019 10,000
Probabilistic
GCC 10,027 10,005 10,000 10,059 10,004 10,004 10,305 10,008 10,013
CB 10,122 10,003 10,000 10,330 10,002 10,000 10,475 10,007 10,003
SCP 10,192 10,004 10,000 10,191 10,000 10,006 10,242 10,001 10,001number of tracks were rejected for each FOD-based experiment (up to
more than 50% for the red seed region!), not a single one was rejected
for all of the TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) experiments. In fact, we even
noticed that every individual TOD-based track always ran along the
full length of the bundle; i.e. consistently reaching the outer surface of
the spherical phantom in both directions from the seed region. The
rather large amounts of rejected tracks for the FOD-based experiments
can probably be attributed to the fact that no initial tracking direction
was given for the seed regions. Since the FOD features several spurious
peaks, many tracks might have started running along such spurious
orientations, subsequently not reaching the required 5 mm because
those orientations do not correspond to a continuous bundle. The
TOD, on the other hand, already incorporates the TLS information and
can immediately guide the tracks in a sensible direction corresponding
to a true bundle. Finally also note that, if we would not have imposed a
minimum track length for these experiments, the qualitative results for
the TOD-based tractography (Figs. 17F–G) would appear the same,
while the FOD-based results (Fig. 17E) would include spurious tracks
shorter than 5 mm at the cost of longer tracks (proportional to the
numbers provided in Table 2).
Fig. 17. TODI results for the in silicophantom. (A) Level 0 FOD andDEC FAmap. (B) Level 1 and (C) level 2 TODandDEC TDImap. (D) Location of 3 spherical seed regions (radius = 1 mm).
(E–G) “Axial”projections of 3 × 10,000 targeted tracks, obtainedby (E) level 0 FOD-based and (F) level 1 and (G) level 2 TOD-baseddeterministic tractography, seeded uniformly from the
regions in (D).
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The level 0 FOD is compared to the level 1 and level 2 TOD in Fig. 19
(top row), for a crossing region of the Fiber Cup phantom, as indicated by
the yellow box in Fig. 18. Because the phantom consists of simple syn-
thetic ﬁbers, only an “extra-cellular” hindered diffusion phenomenon
is simulated. This resulted in much lower FA values than those typically
seen in (human) brain WM regions (Fillard et al., 2011), and an associ-
ated severely reduced CNR. The quality of the FOD, especially in crossingTable 2
Total amount of tracks that had to be generated for each tractography experiment on the
in silico phantom, in order to obtain 10,000 accepted tracks. The excess tracks were
rejected because they failed to reach the minimum track length (5 mm) while
maintaining the other constraints.
FOD (level 0) TOD (level 1) TOD (level 2)
Red 20,212 10,000 10,000
Green 12,720 10,000 10,000
Blue 15,684 10,000 10,000regions such as the onedepicted in Fig. 19 (top row), is therefore limited.
In linewith theﬁndings from theother datasets, the level 1 TOD shows a
clear and consistent pattern of TLS that corresponds much better to the
underlying perpendicular crossing structure. The level 2 TOD provides
again a largely similar outcome; as compared to the level 1 TOD, a slight
increase of TLS is observed within the crossing voxels relative to the
other voxels. Note that, even though the amplitudes of both the level
1 and level 2 TOD aremeasures of TLS, they can still show different con-
trasts; this all depends on the parameters and input of the preceding
short-tracks tractography. In all our experiments, however, the param-
eters to generate the two intermediate short-tracks distributions were
always the same for both of them (apart from the FOD/TOD thresholds,
but those were chosen to reﬂect the difference in order of magnitude).
The only real cause of possible differences between both (in our current
setting) is the input: the ﬁrst short-tracks distribution is obtained from
the FOD, while the second one results from the level 1 TOD.
A subset of the (1,000,000) deterministic tracks, seeded from the
whole “WM” region as indicated in Fig. 18, and obtained by FOD-based
and (levels 1 and 2) TOD-based deterministic tractography is presented
Fig. 18.Overviewof the Fiber Cupphantom. The “whitematter” (WM) region is overlaid in
gray on the middle slice of the average non-DWI (b = 0) volume. Each matching pair of
numbered regions and the associated path demonstrates one of the 7 ways to establish
a topologically valid connection. Qualitative results for the yellow boxed region are
shown in Fig. 19.
Table 3
Total amount of tracks that had to be generated for each tractography experiment on the
Fiber Cup phantom, in order to obtain 1,000,000 accepted tracks. The excess tracks were
rejected because they failed to reach the minimum track length (24 mm) while
maintaining the other constraints.
FOD (level 0) TOD (level 1) TOD (level 2)
Deterministic 1,140,993 1,001,186 1,000,585
Probabilistic 1,104,646 1,000,677 1,000,212
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tom. Again, the tracks clearly reﬂect the quality of the FOD/TOD bywhich
they were guided. The FOD-based results show high sensitivity to the
local deviations of the main FOD lobes' orientations within the crossing
region. As a result, a lot of tracks were not able to successfully run across
this region, or even erroneously connected both different bundles. The
much more consistent level 1 TOD managed to guide the tracks reliably
by indicating the major orientations of TLS. The most coherent straightly
crossing bundles were obtained from the level 2 TOD; but the quality
does not differ all toomuch from the level 1 TOD-based results. The actual
experiments consisted of deterministic as well as probabilistic FOD/TOD-
based tractography, and each required 1,000,000 tracks to be accepted forFig. 19. TODI results for the Fiber Cup phantom, visualized in the boxed region of Fig. 18. Top row
Bottom row: “Axial” projections of subsets of all (1,000,000) deterministic tracks, obtained by
from the WM region (depicted in Fig. 18).the whole phantom by achieving aminimum track length of 24 mm. The
total amount of generated tracks to obtain 1,000,000 accepted tracks for
each experiment, is reported in Table 3. In line with all previous ﬁndings
up to this point, TOD-based tractography resulted in a reduction of the
amount of rejected tracks by several orders of magnitude, as compared
to FOD-based tractography.
The quantitative Tractometer results for the Fiber Cup phantom are
provided in Table 4. Note that even the FOD-based tractography appears
to performmuchbetter as compared to the results reported in Côté et al.
(2013). This is due to several different choices that were made across
the pipeline; e.g. a better delineated “WM” region, slightlywider regions
to evaluate the connections, a minimum track length (i.e. only the
1,000,000 accepted tracks are taken into account), etc. Our aim was to
make reasonable choices that would target a good—but not necessarily
the best possible—result. As these choices should equally beneﬁt or oth-
erwise impact the FOD-based aswell as the TOD-based results, they still
allow a perfectly honest comparison between them. Just as for all other
ﬁndings, the differences between the level 0 FOD and the level 1 TOD
are quite impressive, while those between the level 1 and level 2 TOD
are smaller. The TOD-based tractography consistently performs better:
an increase of VC and a decrease of IC and NC is observed. By what we
already know of the TLS meaning and qualities of the TOD, the decrease
of NC comes as no surprise: tracks are able to run across greater lengths
along continuous bundles and will as such be more likely to actually
connect a pair of regions. Due to the consistency of the TOD, it also
seems sensible that more coherent bundles of tracks will run along
the correct directions, hence establishing an increased amount of VC.: Level 0 FOD (and DEC FAmap), compared to level 1 and level 2 TOD (and DEC TDI map).
FOD-based and TOD-based (levels 1 and 2) deterministic tractography, seeded uniformly
Fig. 20. Qualitative Tractometer results: “axial” projections of the valid connections (VC), ﬁltered from the 1,000,000 accepted tracks, for each tractography experiment on the Fiber Cup
phantom. The amount of VC for each case is given in Table 4.
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dent. As the amount of IC for the FOD-based tractography is already
quite low, the margin for improvement is rather slim. Also, the ability
of the TOD to guide tracks along greater lengths could have possibly
led to an adverse effect: tracks that made a “wrong turn” before
(when guided by the FOD), yet were unable to connect a pair of regions,
simply ended up in the NC category; on the other hand, if they are
now able to run across a longer distance (guided by the TOD), they
risk ending up in the IC category. However, in practice, the TOD's con-
sistency seems to overcome this risk by actually ﬁxing enough of these
“wrong turns”; the amount of IC still decreases clearly for the determinis-
tic tractography, and stays almost the same (slight decrease) for the prob-
abilistic tractography. Consequently, large increases of VC/(VC + IC) are
also observed. The ﬁltered VC are visualized in Fig. 20 (the colors match
those in Fig. 18). Even after only these valid tracks are ﬁltered and
observed on the more global level of whole bundles, the qualitative dif-
ferences between FOD-based andTOD-based tractography are still appar-
ent: the TOD-based results show e.g.more coherently delineated bundles,
less bulging of bundle “6” into “7”, etc. Finally note that, if we would not
have imposed the minimum track length of 24 mm, the rejected tracks
would have ended upmostly in theNC category (they are too short to es-
tablish a valid connection; somemight end up in the IC category though).Table 4
Quantitative Tractometer results: the amount of valid connections (VC), invalid
connections (IC) and no connections (NC) for each tractography experiment on the Fiber
Cup phantom, reported in % (of the 1,000,000 accepted tracks). The amount of VC/
(VC + IC) is provided as well (in %). The ﬁltered VC for each case are visualized in Fig. 20.
FOD (level 0) TOD (level 1) TOD (level 2)
Deterministic
VC 40.4291 69.1631 75.7147
IC 13.2397 5.8644 4.0825
NC 46.3312 24.9725 20.2028
VC
VCþIC 75.3307 92.1837 94.8839
Probabilistic
VC 29.3934 50.2976 57.8701
IC 13.9695 13.7285 13.3753
NC 56.6371 35.9739 28.7546
VC
VCþIC 67.7847 78.5580 81.2264As there are much more rejected tracks for the FOD-based experiments,
this would—once again—render the differences between FOD-based
and TOD-based tractography results even more contrasting.
4. Discussion
4.1. TODI: mapping the TOD in 5D
We introduced TODI as an extension of TDI in this work: TODI maps
the presence of tracks in the 5D spatio-angular domain.When applied to
a dense tractogram as obtained from any given ﬁber tractography
procedure with associated parameters and constraints, the resulting
TOD becomes representative of the full track distribution of which the
tracking algorithm yields a ﬁnite sample.
Extending TDI towards the spatio-angular domain was also the aim
of a previously proposed technique, called angular track imaging (ATI)
(Pannek et al., 2012). At the core of the TODI and ATI mapping strate-
gies, however, there are two key differences. ATI represents a track in
each voxel by considering only its single average tangent direction (i.e.
it allows no representation of track curvature at the voxel level), and
thenmaps this direction by an angular binning approach onto the closest
sampling vector from a predetermined ﬁxed set. TODI, on the other hand,
considers all directional information of a track in each voxel by integrating
over it, and then maps this directional information directly and unmodi-
ﬁed to the TOD by using the mechanics of a KDE in the SH basis (Fig. 2).
Aswe already argued in the introduction,we speciﬁcally avoided anypar-
ticular choice of discrete angular bins due to an associated risk of bias,
caused by typical differences in shape and size of such bins (Saff and
Kuijlaars, 1997). Losing the ability to represent curvature of an individual
track at the voxel level by employing only its single average tangent direc-
tion,might be a feasible option to reduce computation time at high spatial
resolutions. Considering that the current limited resolution of DWI data
causes voxels to be typically larger than 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, however, it
is reasonable to expect curving tracks at the native resolution of
the data (and even more so at sub-resolution). Depending on the ap-
plication, it might not be advisable to ignore curvature in such a case.
The TOD as resulting from TODI is a true extension of the TDI map:
when integrating the TOD over the angular domain, the TDI map is
obtained. Furthermore, TODI “up to SH order 0” simply equates to TDI
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each voxel. While this is a clear and simple deﬁnition, it also falls short
in the sense that different tracks' intersections with a given voxel can
have different lengths: not all tracks necessarily occupy the same partial
“volume”within the voxel, yet contribute equally. This could be alleviat-
ed by weighting the contribution of a track to a voxel with the length of
the intersecting part. For TODI, this simply results in canceling out the de-
nominator “ε2 − ε1” in Eqs. (3) and (4). We chose not to apply such
weighting in the currentwork though, as our current intentwas tomain-
tain compatibilitywith the original deﬁnition and interpretation of TDI. It
would however constitute a justiﬁed modiﬁcation to both TDI and TODI.
We reasoned that TODI is, just like TDI, amenable to spatial super-
resolution. As shown in Fig. 5F, this can aid in visual assessment of the
structure of a complex track distribution. The description of geometrical
and structural properties of DWI data or tractograms has also been the
focus of other works, investigating e.g. crossing angles (Pasternak
et al., 2012), track dispersion (Savadjiev et al., 2012), tract coherence
(Vos et al., 2012), etc. Similar structural measures can be calculated
based on the TOD in each voxel. As the TOD efﬁciently captures the
main features of even the most complex probabilistic track distribu-
tions, we envision that it might additionaly provide to be amore conve-
nient (or supporting) representation for tackling difﬁcult problems
involving such distributions, e.g. track set registration or segmentation.
Describing tractogram properties or solving complex problems involving
tractograms can also readily be done in a multi-scale sense by obtaining
the TOD at different spatial resolutions: due to the integration of angular
information along the tracks in each voxel, an accurate summary of such
properties remains encoded in the TOD. As such, there is also value in
spatial sub-resolution instances of the TOD. The bins used in the spatial
domain don't even have to take on the form of voxels: segmentations
of certain structures could also be used to investigate the angular distri-
bution of tracks within. In this work, we provided an example of the
most extreme case of sub-resolution, i.e. encapsulating a complete
tractogram in a single voxel. This yields a global representation of the an-
gular distribution of the tracks. Note that the mapping strategy of ATI
lacks the accuracy to be applied at this scale: each complete track
would only be represented by a single average tangent direction. TODI
nicely integrates along the full track lengths tomap their angular proﬁles.
We should, however, warn the reader that the presented result in Fig. 6
constitutes nothingmore than an example of this possibility. Even though
the outcome proved to be quite intriguing and well-structured, it was
only based on a single subject. Furthermore, as we did not weight the
contribution of each track with its length (as suggested above), the
shorter tracks in the distribution might have been overrepresented (on
the other hand, this might not have been too much of a problem, since
it was a short-tracks distribution; i.e. the track lengths were independent
of the tract lengths).
Finally, as the TOD does exactly quantify any tractogram itself, it
could even be a useful tool to quantify and gain insight into the (some-
times subtle) differences between the track distributions resulting from
different ﬁber tracking strategies or due to different parameter choices:
it could as such also play an interesting role in the development and
validation of new tractography algorithms.
4.2. On meaning and (over)interpretation
Motivated by the spatio-angular super-resolution properties of the
TOD and the resulting (often impressive) maps, it may be tempting to
employ TODI for direct quantiﬁcation of some aspects of the DWI data.
Even though the TOD directly and accurately quantiﬁes many aspects
of any tractogram, it should however be kept inmind that most classical
ﬁber tracking algorithms do not yield track densities that are related to
any underlying biological property of the tissue under investigation.We
have in fact shown recently that many features of a regular super-
resolution TDI map depend on noise in the original DWI data, rather
than true anatomical structure (Dhollander et al., 2012). Anotherstudy that included an investigation of the within-subject variability of
TDI also concluded that TDI (and by extension, the amplitudes of the
TOD resulting fromTODI) is not suited for direct quantiﬁcation of the ac-
quired data (Willats et al., 2012). The problem is not with TDI (or TODI)
itself, but rather with the preceding ﬁber tractography. Indeed, many
different tracking strategies lead to very different results; a fact that is
of uttermost importance when it comes down to interpretation of the
results, especially impacting the domain of connectomics where inter-
pretation is a key issue (Bastiani et al., 2012). As the amount of available
techniques is rapidly growing, leading scientists in the general domain
of DWI are still emphasizing the issue of overinterpretation of track
counts (Jones et al., 2013).
However, promising newmethods are being proposed to improve the
biological plausibility of tractograms by incorporating anatomically-
constrained tractography (ACT) priors in the tracking process (Smith
et al., 2012) and applying spherical-deconvolution informed ﬁltering of
tractograms (SIFT) for an optimal match between track density and
AFD (Smith et al., 2013a, 2013b). The TOD resulting from such
tractograms could then become a more quantitative representation that
combines the biological meaningfulness of AFD with the increased
spatio-angular consistency provided by the ﬁber tractography.
In this work, we applied TODI to probabilistic short-tracks distribu-
tions. This choice mitigates the dependence of the track densities on the
underlying tract lengths, resulting in more uniform track densities
(Fig. 3). Due to typical constraints such as the minimum track length
and maximum amount of curvature, a track can only be present at a
certain location in the distribution if a minimum amount of consistency
with the neighborhood along the track can be established over a
minimum distance. Continuity constraints have also been used in other
recent works, such as Reisert and Kiselev (2011) and Reisert et al.
(2012), for the reconstruction of a more regionally consistent FOD. The
original CSD framework has also recently been extended to incorporate
neighborhood information during the estimation of the FOD (Tournier
et al., 2013b). The symmetric FOD as resulting from CSD, however,
has a very different meaning as compared to the TOD. It encodes the
AFD, i.e. the intra-axonal partial volume fraction of axons along different
directions within a voxel (Raffelt et al., 2012b). The asymmetric FOD
introduced in Reisert et al. (2012) bears yet anothermeaning: it is related
to the amount of white matter ﬁbers that smoothly turn into certain
directions. In order to obtain this information, the latter work takes into
account curvature at the voxel scale, but also assumes it to be constant.
Our TODI method itself does not assume anything, yet the ﬁnal resulting
TOD takes on the assumptions of the ﬁber tractography method that
generated the tractogram. This allows for the incorporation of several
intuitive constraints (e.g. a minimum track length) at the level of the
deﬁnition of the ﬁber tracking algorithm and its parameters. Their often
complex combined impact on the resulting track distribution as a
whole is automatically captured in the TOD.
We explained how the amplitude of a probabilistic short-tracks TOD
can be understood as ameasure of track-like local support (TLS).While it
may be tempting to regard short-tracks TODI as a regularization mech-
anism (in the sense of “smoothing”) based on the FOD, it is much closer
in spirit with the technique of threshold-free cluster enhancement
(TFCE) (Smith and Nichols, 2009). TFCE takes a raw statistic image
and yields a map that represents the amount of cluster-like local spatial
support in each voxel. Through its mechanism, voxels situated within
cluster-like structures obtain an amount of support from surrounding
voxels that are part of the same cluster-like structure (at multiple
scales). In our setting of short-tracks TODI, orientations within voxels
get their support from the tracks that run along them. Since these tracks
were typically started from a seed point, one could reason that this seed
point provided the support. Due to themaximum bidirectional tracking
distance, support can only be received from seeds along the tract that
are not too far away. As reasoned before, not enforcing a maximum dis-
tancewouldmake the amount of support dependent on the tract length.
Manipulating other parameters, such as the minimum track length and
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deﬁnition of the TLS amplitude of the TOD. Reasoning about TLS as
arising from the seed points of short tracks in the surroundings allows
for increased insight into its behavior. Most voxels in a single ﬁber re-
gion thus typically receive their support from both sides along the
tract. Voxels within the maximum (bidirectional) tracking distance
from a tract ending, will gradually receive less support from one direc-
tion, up to the point where voxels at the tract ending only receive half
the support. Voxels in crossing regions receive muchmore support, be-
cause seeds located in several tracts may contribute; but the total
amount of support is nicely divided between the lobes associated to
these different tracts. Do note that all these insights rely on the fact
that seeds are distributed uniformly over the brain. A different seeding
strategy will of course also alter the interpretation of the resulting TLS
measure. Finally, it is very important to clarify that, while the concept
of TLS shares some common spirit with TFCE on a highly abstract level,
it is anything but an equivalent of TFCE in the 5D domain. The idea of
TFCE is to take a statistic and boost its original amplitude for greater
belief in extended areas (i.e. clusters), yielding a new statistic. The TLS
amplitude of the short-tracks TOD in this work, on the other hand, is
by no means a modulation of the original AFD amplitude of the FOD:
it merely indicates track-like structure as a geometrical phenomenon.
For a true adaption of TFCE to be applied to a statistic as resulting
from e.g. groupwise comparison of AFD, we refer the interested reader
to Raffelt et al. (2013). In the latterwork, the concept of spatial connect-
edness that is required as part of the original TFCE statistic's deﬁnition
of a cluster, is redeﬁned by a concept of structural connectedness
which is actually based on amounts of tracks. The overall common spirit
between these techniques and TLS only lies in the fact that (part of) the
support arises from the neighborhood, which is itself deﬁned in a very
speciﬁc way so as to match with a certain kind of geometrical structure
(e.g. cluster-like or track-like structure) that is of interest.
The TLS interpretation of the short-tracks TOD amplitude allows to
intuitively understand the success of the TOD-based tracking results.
The TOD-based tractography we presented is a step-wise method that
only takes into account the TOD at the current position to decide upon
its next step, but on the other hand this TOD has information on
track-like structure in the surroundings: it can guide a track along direc-
tions that are more likely to correspond to continuous structure over a
longer distance. In yet another sense of interpretation, the initialmassive
probabilistic short-tracks tractography that leads to the TOD can be
seen as an “exploratory” preprocessing step; as if the short tracks per-
form the ﬁeld work and the ﬁnal tracks proﬁt! This essential informa-
tion provided by the complex massive population of short tracks is
captured and summarized within the TOD by the mechanism of TODI.
Fiber tractography based on the TOD doesn't only lead to more robust
results; it also renders the ﬁnal tracking more easy, i.e. less tracks fail
the constraints andmore tracks travel a longer distance (along a plausi-
ble path). In all our tractography experiments, we required a certain
total amount of tracks to be generated: the algorithm kept on generat-
ing tracks until the required number of tracks was accepted. If more
tracks are being rejected through the process, it simply takes longer to
reach the required amount of accepted tracks. Consistently much less
tracks were rejected using TOD-based tractography as compared to
FOD-based tractography. The improvement in ﬁnal quality of the result
wasmost pronounced in data of lower quality,where the FODs presented
more spurious peaks and their main lobes suffered from greater devia-
tions. The TODwas overall able to overcomemany small to large imper-
fections in the FODs resulting from data of different quality. This is in
some sense similar to certain abilities of global tractography strategies
(Fillard et al., 2009; Reisert et al., 2011) that can also overcome imper-
fections by taking into account a more global view of the tracks. In
such methods, a track segment receiving enough support from sur-
rounding structure (segments) that it is able to connect with in a con-
tinuous manner (i.e. by optimizing an internal bending/connectivity
energy), can compensate for a reduced correspondence with theunderlying data in caseswhere the latter is imperfect or lacks otherwise
in providing the necessary information content. TOD-based tracking
also shares a conceptual similarity with the 2nd order integration over
FODs (iFOD2) (Tournier et al., 2010) strategy. iFOD2 is based on the
FOD, but takes the joint probability along each candidate path into ac-
count at each step. Such a mechanic looks one step ahead along the
track to ensure better continuity with the FOD at the following step.
This results in tracks that veer less off course and are able to follow
tighter turns more robustly. The iFOD2 method could actually also be
applied directly to TODs—i.e. 2nd order integration over TODs (iTOD2)
—for evenmore robust results. A further improvement is possible by al-
ready calculating the TOD itself based on a short-tracks probabilistic
tractogram resulting from the iFOD2method. Yet another similarmeth-
odwas recently proposed by Rowe et al. (2013). This method essential-
ly takes the iFOD2 method further by probing along a longer distance
ahead of the tracking through use of a particle ﬁltermechanism. The ad-
vantage of our method is that the TOD only has to be calculated once as
a preprocessing step. Tracking (targeted or whole-brain) can then pro-
ceed using existing simple (or more complex) algorithms. Different
ﬁber tractography methods can indeed lead to a TOD with a certain
(TLS) interpretation, that can in turn serve as the source for another
tracking strategy. For instance, we could envision a TOD obtained from
global tractography, or guiding it, or even the combination of both. The
method proposed by Rowe et al. (2013) could proﬁt of the increased
consistency of the short-tracks TOD, but add unique value by resolving
fanning polarity. Combinations with any of the other aforementioned
tractography strategies are also perfectly possible. We should, however,
stress the need for careful interpretation of such advanced constructions.
We found that our simple but elegant approach of using probabilistic
short-tracks to construct the TOD, and allowing the TOD to guide the
same (probabilistic) tracking algorithm again to obtain the ﬁnal
(targeted) tractograms, already yielded greatly robustiﬁed results; yet
through amechanism that is still reasonably comprehensible as a whole.
4.3. Pipelines, choices and parameters
As is evident from the previous explanations, the TOD can play a role
in different parts of a complex processing pipeline; due to its “compat-
ibility”with many other processing steps. We hereby provide a sample
scenario of such a state-of-the-art pipeline, as applied to e.g. a single
dataset. Let's say we ﬁrst obtain the FOD through application of CSD.
Should the data be of challenging quality, we can readily employ the
latest improvements to the CSD framework to already make use of
neighborhood information at this stage (Tournier et al., 2013b). We
then generate a massive probabilistic short-tracks distribution using
iFOD2 tracking. Next we apply TODI to this distribution to obtain the
TOD, yielding information on TLS. This TOD can now be used to guide
regular whole-brain ﬁber tracking (e.g. by iTOD2) that incorporates
ACT priors (Smith et al., 2012). Due to the TLS interpretation of the
TOD's amplitude, the tractography could more easily generate a higher
amount of tracks that fulﬁll the strict anatomical constraints (e.g.
connecting pairs of GM regions). Furthermore, the obtained tractogram
can be subjected to SIFT (Smith et al., 2013b), using the original FOD for
a bettermatch between the resulting densities and the AFD. This should
result in an improved biological interpretability of the tractogram
(Smith et al., 2013a). Again the previous increased ease of generating
a higher number of more robust tracks by TOD-based tractography is
useful, since the SIFT process reduces the total amount of tracks (so it
should start off from a very high number of tracks if a reasonably high
amount is still to be retained in the end). The currently obtained result
is a tractogram that features robust and continuous tracks between
different GM regions, while presenting a distribution of densities that
closely matches the AFD: a perfect candidate for a meaningful
whole-brain connectome. Also, due to the key role of the TOD-based
tractography in the process, the tractogram should consist of a very
well behaved collection of coherent bundles with an absence of NC
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whelming amount of VC. Furthermore, these properties should render
it more suited for other post-processing operations such as automated
tractogram segmentation (Smith et al., 2011). Finally, we can apply
TODI to the tractogram again: the resulting TOD's amplitude can now
be interpreted as a biologically meaningful quantitativemeasure (similar
to AFD, but incorporating the different sources of prior information that
were applied along the pipeline). Given that a sufﬁciently high amount
of tracks were still retained after the SIFT process, it might even become
truly justiﬁed to generate this TOD at super-resolution!
Experimenting with such advanced setups is far beyond the inten-
tion of our current work though: our aim was to focus on the role of
the TOD itself, and additionally compare it as directly as possible to
the FOD. Therefore, the targeted tractography experiments performed
on both FODs and TODs were intentionally kept simple: for each exper-
iment, only a single seed region was speciﬁed. Even quite straightfor-
ward adaptions could have easily yielded better results. For instance,
we could have seededwhole-brain followed by selecting tracks through
the region rather than only seeding from the region itself. Furthermore,
if our interest would have been to obtain good segmentations of known
anatomical structures, more inclusion regions would certainly constrain
the tractographymuchbetter; someuseful setups of regions are provided
in e.g. Tournier et al. (2012). In the case of the Fiber Cup phantom, addi-
tional preprocessing steps and other choices along the pipeline would
certainly also have the potential to improve the ﬁnal results even more.
Such further additions, however, would only distract from the direct
comparison between the FOD and TOD we targeted in this work. To
allow for the most fair comparison possible, we performed both
FOD- and TOD-based tractography by always using the exact same
algorithms andparameters for both. Due to a difference in orders ofmag-
nitude between the amplitudes of the FOD and the TOD, we had to apply
different thresholds though. A realistic FOD threshold for a wide range of
data and applications is typically on the order of 0.1–0.2. The TOD
threshold depends on the average density of the underlying tractogram.
In this work, we took on a rather pragmatic approach to determine
appropriate TOD thresholds for each experiment: we compared the av-
erage amplitudes of both FOD and TOD in several regions to get an idea
on the relative difference in order of magnitude between both. This
allowed us to translate the realistic FOD threshold range of 0.1–0.2 to
comparable magnitudes for the TOD. While this is certainly not the
most optimal way to determine these values, this rather ad hoc ap-
proach already automatically yielded greatly improved results. We did
not ﬁne-tune the TOD thresholds any further beyond this ﬁrst “guess”,
as we felt this would only bias the comparison in favor of the TOD-
based tractography and thus compromise its fairness. The exact abso-
lute threshold values used in our experiments should however not be
directly applied to other cases. Because a good threshold depends on
the average density of the underlying tractogram, factors such as the
number of tracks, average track length, brain volume and others come
into play. A way to mitigate dependency on these factors would be to
normalize the TOD's magnitude by the average amplitude of the TOD
in a reference region; similar to how the FOD is inherently normalized
through the CSD process if the kernel is estimated from a reference
region (i.e. all single ﬁber voxels) of the data itself. For the TOD, this nor-
malization should be performed by simple scalar division by this refer-
ence magnitude rather than spherical deconvolution though. The
resulting globally normalized TOD then comes into a sort of standard
range, for which good reference thresholds can be established.
The TODwas also taken to the conceptual “next level” by using TOD-
based tractography to generate a new probabilistic short-tracks
tractogram that in turn yields a “level 2” TOD and accompanying
“level 2” DEC TDI map. The relative improvements obtained by this sec-
ond application of TODI where much smaller than those obtained from
its initial application. Such a trend was also conﬁrmed by the level 2
TOD-based tractography experiments. This makes sense, as both
short-tracks distributions along the pipeline were always obtainedusing the same key tractography parameters. One could reason that
the ﬁrst pass of TODI already exploited most of the room for improve-
ment and yields a good measure of TLS. The difference between levels
1 and 2 did become quite apparent in the super-resolution DEC TDI
maps though. This is not surprising, as they are simply visualizing (up
to great detail) a whole-brain short-tracks tractogram as respectively
originating from FOD-based and (level 1) TOD-based tractography.
The latter one provided a more regularized super-resolution short-
tracks DEC TDI map. The differences between levels 1 and 2 were
most pronounced in data of lower quality; i.e. inmore challenging condi-
tions. Another interesting question for future researchwould bewheth-
er TOD-based tractography can provide additional value under other
“challenging” conditions, such as the presence of different pathologies.
In this context, but also in general, we should warn that iterating TODI
many times in the hope to achieve some optimal result, might not be
a good idea at all. While tractography is good at segmenting the contin-
uous ﬂow and coherent boundaries of bundles, it performs less well at
determining the exact extent of these bundles (both width and length,
i.e. termination points). This is due to the fact that choosing some
FOD/TOD threshold is still part of the process: a slightly lower threshold
will always result in slightlywider/longer bundles, and vice versa. Iterat-
ing TODI can thus result in bundle sizes that gradually deviate from their
original size. In case of certain small pathologies the size of a few voxels,
the bundles might start to “overgrow” and by consequence hide such
pathologies. Therefore, we actually advise to stick with level 1 TOD-
based tractography for most purposes. For the typical quality of most
datasets, this will be sufﬁcient and already improve upon FOD-based
tractography by a large extent. The very small gains from level 2 TOD-
based tractography might not be worth the extra computation time in
such a case anyway. If level 2 or higher TOD-based tractography is
used though, the results should be carefully checked and kept under
control if necessary (e.g. by ACT priors).
We always applied TOD-based tractography by employing the TOD
at the native resolution of the data. At this resolution, the short-tracks
TOD as mapped by TODI is able to overcome small “defects” of the
data at the scale of a single voxel. This proved to be optimal for noisy
datasets where each voxel's FOD is independently affected by the
noise. If a single voxel's FOD is affected up to the extent that it would se-
verely interrupt the normal ﬂow of tracks, yet the FOD in the surround-
ing voxels is sufﬁciently intact along the path of the tract, the voxel will
still be able to get a good amount of TLS from the neighborhood along
the correct directions. In our experience, TOD-based tractography guid-
ed by a super-resolution TOD actually performs less well (as it partially
lacks the aforementioned property); but still better than FOD-based
tractography. Additionally taking into account our previous warnings
against overinterpretation of super-resolution TDI maps and TODs, we
advise to stick with the (level 1) short-tracks TOD at the native resolu-
tion of the data for most practical purposes. The fact that the TOD's res-
olution can be freely chosen, can be put to good use for datasets
featuring anisotropic voxel sizes though: these can be made isotropic
when TODI is applied along the pipeline. For instance, suppose a dataset
with a slightly anisotropic resolution of 2.2 × 1.9 × 1.9 mm3: it would
then be sensible to map the TOD at an isotropic resolution of e.g.
2 × 2 × 2 mm3. Staying within the same order of magnitude should
still allow for the extra advantages of TOD-based tractography as
discussed in this paragraph. Another advantage of not using super-res-
olution is the lower amount of short-tracks that are needed. In this
work, we always used 80million tracks for all our short-tracks distribu-
tions. This number was chosen to even allow for a very robust visualiza-
tion of the super-resolution TOD of the in vivo HARDI dataset; yet was
also kept for all the other experiments. However, for the purpose of
using the native resolution TOD for TOD-based tractography, a lot less
tracks are needed in practice, as is evident from the (absurdly)
high TOD thresholds used in this work. In our experience, even less
than 10 million short tracks are already sufﬁcient (when using the
same minimum and maximum track lengths and spatial resolution) to
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much less tracks.
Finally, while the focus of this work is on TODI, the presentedmech-
anism is fully compatible with that of TWI. Both techniques are direct
extensions of TDI and their combination can result in a generalized
framework of TOWI. To illustrate the compatibility of TODI with TWI
and by consequence yield a proof of concept of TOWI, we provided
the necessary basic formalisms and a short discussion in Appendix B.
5. Conclusion
We introduced a method named track orientation density imaging
(TODI), which aims to reconstruct the track orientation distribution
(TOD) of any given tractogram. The method is formulated as a general-
ization of TDI, which onlymaps the 3D spatial distribution of tracks. The
TOD as obtained from TODI, on the other hand, is a full 5D spatio-
angular representation of all tracks. Just like the TDI map, the TOD is
amenable to super-resolution, as well in the spatial as in the angular
domain, but also to sub-resolution. As such, it allows for detailed
mapping of a large population of tracks at multiple scales. In general,
many interesting geometrical and structural properties of a tractogram
are captured in a TOD, as it exactly quantiﬁes the tractogram (but not
necessarily any underlying biological properties of the data—this de-
pends entirely on the tractography method).
We found that the amplitude of a probabilistic short-tracks TOD
represents a measure of track-like local support (TLS). This motivated
us to introduce the concept of TOD-based tractography. Such a strategy
allows for greatly robustiﬁed tractography outcomes, especially in chal-
lenging conditions where the quality of the original data is limited: the
short-tracks TOD can guide a track along directions that are more likely
to correspond to continuous structure over a longer distance, i.e. track-like
structure!
In conclusion, the TOD is a powerful descriptor of complex track dis-
tributions and allows such a distribution to be used for widely varying
purposes: it is a versatile tool that can be cast in many different roles
and scenarios in the expanding domain of ﬁber tractography based
methods and their applications. We look eagerly forward to novel uses
and speciﬁc interpretations of TODs based on the currently available
as well as future tractography strategies.
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Appendix A. Apodized delta functions
In Raffelt et al. (2012a), apodized delta functions were proposed as
an alternative to the SH delta functions. By sacriﬁcing some angular
resolution (i.e. obtaining a wider main lobe) it is possible to drastically
reduce the relative amplitude of side lobes, thus obtaining a better ap-
proximation of a spherical kernelwith limited local support. An iterative
strategy was also presented to calculate the SH coefﬁcients of these
apodized delta functions. We found, however, that the proposed algo-
rithm in combination with the parameters provided in Raffelt et al.
(2012a) does not always (i.e. for different maximum orders) robustly
converge: for several maximum orders, it oscillates or doesn't (sufﬁ-
ciently) reduce the positive side lobes. In order to improve the robust-
ness in generating apodized delta functions for a wider range of
maximum orders, we changed a few details and some parameters. We
hereby present the algorithm as adapted from Raffelt et al. (2012a).
The problem is to ﬁnd the coefﬁcients e j that represent an apodized
delta function eδn θð Þ:
eδn θð Þ ¼Xn=2
j¼0
e jY02 j θð Þ ðA:1Þwhere we only need n/2 + 1 coefﬁcients to go with the even order
Y‘
0(θ), since eδn θð Þ only varies in function of θ. Note that a different
indexing j, as compared to Eq. (1), is used here: j = ‘/2. The algorithm
now proceeds as follows.
To calculate the even Y‘0 SH coefﬁcient vector en of eδn θð Þ:
1) Generate a large set of uniformly distributed directions (e.g. by elec-
trostatic repulsion, Jones et al., 1999a), containing 1 direction oriented
exactly along θ = 0. We used 3000 directions.
2) Setup vector d: di = 1 for the single θ = 0 direction, di = 0 for all
other directions.
3) Construct matrix H containing amplitudes of the even Y‘0 along all
directions, for 0 ≤ ‘ ≤ n.
4) Initializeen with the even Y‘0 SH coefﬁcients of δn(θ), by using Eq. (2).
Then iterate until convergence:
i) Calculate amplitude vector a from coefﬁcient vector en:
a ¼ Hen ðA:2Þ
ii) Construct diagonal regularization matrix L:
Li;i ¼ 1 if ai b f  a0 otherwise

ðA:3Þ
where a is the average amplitude (a ¼ e0= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4πp ) and f is a certain
fraction. We set f = 0.1.
iii) Obtain a new en by solving regularized least-squares problem
Iþ λLð ÞHen ¼ d ðA:4Þ
where I is the identity matrix and λ is a regularization weight.
We chose λ = 1000.
5) Normalize en by
en← ene0  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4πp ðA:5Þ
so the ﬁnal eδn θð Þ integrates to 1 over S2.
Apart from the a priori constraining of the algorithm to the even
order Y‘0(θ) basis functions, the ﬁnal normalization step (Eq. (A.5)),
and a couple different parameter choices, themost important difference
is the deﬁnition of the regularization matrix (Eq. (A.3)). In Raffelt et al.
(2012a), the regularization weight only applies for ai b 0, i.e. the nega-
tive lobes that are still present at that particular iteration. In our version,
it applies for all amplitudes below a certain fraction of the mean ampli-
tude. This increases robustness to a large extent and in addition reduces
the positive side lobes. The resulting apodized delta functions up to
order 16 are shown in Fig. 2 (ﬁrst row), and can be compared to the reg-
ular SH delta functions in Fig. 1 (ﬁrst row). The algorithm always fully
converged (i.e. L, and thus also en, did not change any further), and suc-
cessfully suppressed the full side lobe pattern. A detailed comparison
between the amplitude proﬁles of the SH delta function and the
apodized delta function for the n = 8 and n = 16 case, as well as all
resulting coefﬁcients for n up to 20 are provided in the supplementary
materials.
To obtain an apodized delta functioneδzn uð Þwith its axis of symmetry
along any arbitrary direction z, the following property can be used:
eδzn uð Þ ¼ eδn θð Þ  δzn uð Þ ðA:6Þ
where the spherical convolution can be computed by direct multiplica-
tion of the SH coefﬁcients of δnz(u) with the rotational harmonics (RH) co-
efﬁcients of eδn θð Þ (Healy et al., 1998; Tournier et al., 2004, 2007). This
property is key to obtaining the results in Eqs. (7) and (8).
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Soon after the introduction of TDI (Calamante et al., 2010), amethod
to compute the average pathlength map (APM) (Pannek et al., 2011a)
was proposed. Instead of counting all tracks intersecting a voxel, APM
assigns the average length of those tracks to the voxel. The fact that
both methods share the practice of obtaining a new contrast and
super-resolution from a whole-brain tractogram, quickly led to the
insight that they can be generalized to a common framework of
super-resolution track-weighted imaging (TWI) (Calamante et al.,
2012d). A similar extension was suggested by sampling diffusion indi-
ces along streamline trajectories (DIST) (Pannek et al., 2011b). More
recently, other speciﬁc instances of the TWI framework were proposed
that combinemaps from functionalmagnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
analysis or positron emission tomography (PET) acquisitions with a
tractogram from DWI in order to obtain new contrasts: track-weighted
functional connectivity (TW-FC) (Calamante et al., 2012a, 2013) and
track-weighted PET (TW-PET) (Calamante et al., 2012b).
In general, the TWI framework assigns a property Pki to each track ki.
This can be a global property of the track itself (e.g. its length), but itmay
also depend on the position along the track (e.g. the local curvature). It
can even be a function of a property evaluated at all positions along the
track (e.g. a sampling of another underlying, not necessarily diffusion re-
lated, map). In this case, the operation (e.g. sum, mean, maximum,…)
that combines these values along the track is referred to as the
track-wise statistic and its output yields the value of Pki . Additionally,
one can deﬁne a grid-wise statistic that combines the Pki values of all
tracks ki intersecting a particular voxel. The two most straightforward
grid-wise statistics are the track-weighted total (TWT) and the track-
weighted mean (TWM), respectively the sum and the mean. TDI is the
speciﬁc case of Pki ¼ 1 combined with the TWT. While TDI is as such a
special case of TWI, we have shown it also is a special case of TODI; i.e.
both TWI and TODI are generalizations of TDI. We will now introduce
track orientation weighted imaging (TOWI), the integration of both the
TWI and TODI extensions. The formalisms provided below should serve
as a proof of concept, showcasing the compatibility of TWI and TODI.
All mechanisms and theory related to track-wise statistics remain
unchanged and are extensively discussed in Calamante et al. (2012d).
The grid-wise TWT statistic can be extended towards the deﬁnition of
the track orientation weighted total (TOWT), given by
TOWTPn r;uð Þ ¼
XK rð Þ
i¼1
Pki  C
ki
n r;uð Þ ðB:1Þ
which is at the same time an extension of the TOD as deﬁned in Eq. (5):
the core TWI (TWT) and TODI mechanisms are combined as factors,
mutually weighting each other. The case of Pki ¼ 1 yields TODI, while
n = 0 results in TWI (TWT). Setting both Pki ¼ 1 and n = 0 simpliﬁes
the result to TDI. Just as we did for TODI, we can mitigate the Gibbs arti-
facts associated with the SH delta function by incorporating an apodized
delta function into the deﬁnition. This results in
gTOWTPn r;uð Þ ¼ eδn θð Þ  TOWTPn r;uð Þ ðB:2Þ
through a simple derivation, analogously to Eqs. (7) and (8). Again, we
only need to compute the SH coefﬁcients ofeδn θð Þ once (see Appendix A).
Extending the grid-wise TWM statistic to an equivalent deﬁnition
for the track orientation weighted mean (TOWM) introduces a new
challenge. In Calamante et al. (2012d), the TWM is deﬁned as the TWT
divided by the total number of tracks K(r) traversing the voxel. In
order to obtain an expression for the TOWM, we can employ the
TOWT; but we also need a generalization of K(r) towards the angular
domain. Because we didn't use an angular binning approach, there is
no such integer track count available. However, just as K(r) equals the
TDI value, the angular version of K(r) we're looking for is simply theTOD. Per consequence, a deﬁnition of the TOWM is obtained by
TOWMPn r;uð Þ ¼
TOWTPn r;uð Þ
TODn r;uð Þ
ðB:3Þ
where it should be noted that the exact result can in general actually not
be represented in the SHbasis up to order n: the sets of SH coefﬁcients of
both TOWTnP(r,u) and TODn(r,u) need to be preserved. Because of the di-
vision by the TOD, the Gibbs artifacts are now amuch bigger threatwith
respect to thequality of the result. It is therefore evenmore important to
mitigate this by using the apodized delta function as the kernel of
choice. The accompanying deﬁnition becomes
gTOWMPn r;uð Þ ¼ gTOWT
P
n r;uð ÞgTODn r;uð Þ ðB:4Þ
which again needs two sets of SH coefﬁcients to be exactly represented.
This result is of a different form as compared to Eqs. (8) and (B.2) be-
cause the convolution with the apodized delta function appears in
both the numerator and the denominator, i.e. the result does not equaleδn θð Þ  TOWMPn r;uð Þ. Just as for the TWM when K(r) = 0, the TOWM
is not deﬁned where the TOD equals 0. This can however also happen
for certain regions of u in the angular domain, while K(r) ≠ 0 in the
voxel. Moreover, even though the apodized delta functions are optimized
to have limited local support and constant zero amplitude over the rest
of their domain, this is never exactly the case. In order to avoid numerical
instabilities upon implementation, it is therefore advised to return 0
when evaluating the TOWM in (angular) regions where the TOD is
smaller than a certain lower threshold. It might actually also be a good
idea to do this for the original TWMwhen K(r) has a very low value, to
avoidmean values based on a very small number of (probably spurious)
tracks.
In conclusion, we have provided the main formalisms necessary for
the integration of TWI and TODI, resulting in a generalized framework
of TOWI. Extending the TWT towards the TOWT proved to be rather
trivial. The extension of the TWM towards the TOWM, however, poses
some additional challenges that should be handled with appropriate
care.
Appendix C. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2013.12.047.
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